PUBLIC NOTICE
There will be a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L. E. Phillips Memorial Public
Library on Thursday, August 19, 2010 at 5:00 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library
at 400 Eau Claire Street, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

AGENDA
1) Member Roll Call
2) Welcome to new Library Board member, Joanne Horan!
3) Citizen Comments (limited to 5 minutes per citizen)
4) Strategic Planning Presentation (Bill Wilson, Himmel & Wilson, Library Consultants)
a) Discussion and action on the library strategic plan, 2011-2015 (page 1)
5) Approval of Previous Minutes of the Library Board (page 14)
6) Communications
7) Report of the Library Director (page 39)
8) Report of the Library Board President
9) Committee Reports
a) Discussion of Library Board Committee appointments (page 55)
10) Report from the Friends of the Library
11) Report of the Representative to the IFLS Board
12) Financial Report (page 56)
13) Action on Bills and Claims (page 60)
14) Statistical Report (page 71)
15) Consideration of New Business
a) Discussion and action on a revision of the Library Board’s by-laws (tabled from July)
(page 73)

b) Discussion and action on revisions to the Capital Improvement Plan (2011-2015)
(page 79)
c) Discussion and adoption of a 2010 National Friends of Libraries Week proclamation
(page 85)
16) Directives from the Library Board of Trustees to the Library Director
17) Adjournment

In order to accommodate the participation of individuals with special needs at this
meeting, the Library will provide the services of a sign language interpreter or make other
reasonable accommodations on request. To make such a request, please notify the Library
at 715/833.5318 at least two days prior to the meeting.

Trustees: If you are unable to attend this meeting, please notify the Library’s
Administrative Office by calling 715/833.5318

Focus on the Future
A Strategic Plan
for the
L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library
2011 - 2015

DRAFT
August 11, 2010
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A Message from the President of the Library Board of Trustees
The Board and staff of the LEPMPL are excited about the future of our library. Building on a
strong foundation, this plan directs us toward a bright future. The people of Eau Claire are
justifiably proud of their library. They showed this pride recently by financing over half of a
$1,567,000 remodeling with their voluntary contributions. On the heels of the remodeling, the
Board and staff of the library decided that it was time to reflect and plan for the next few years in
the life of the library. This plan is our best guess as to what the library should do to keep it
serving our community as the number one downtown destination. As you read the plan, if you
find things that you think we missed, please contact the Library Director or any member of the
Library Board. Don’t forget to visit the library often; it’s our treasure!
Katherine Schneider, President 2008 - 2010

A Message from the Library Director
During the first half of 2010, the Library launched a strategic planning process by conducting
online and mail surveys, focus groups, personal interviews and convening a Planning
Committee to represent the Eau Claire community. In August 2010, the Library Board adopted
a strategic plan for L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library (LEPMPL) for 2011-2015. The plan
sets forth themes with goals and examples of potential strategies. Library staff has formulated a
work plan with strategies and activities designed to guide and support fulfillment of the
objectives. Regular review and modification of the work plan will further ensure the library's
ability to successfully implement the strategic plan.
Thank you to the Library Strategic Planning Committee, the Library Board and staff and the Eau
Claire community for their thoughtful input, work and encouragement on the strategic plan,
which helped to create our new road map--our focus on the future. As a part of our strategic
plan, LEPMPL will continue to seek out new and creative ways of service provision to insure
that all citizens have access to the information, programs and services they want.
John Stoneberg

A Message from the City Manager
A one or two paragraph message from the City Manager will be placed here.

Mike Huggins
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Appreciation is extended to the following people for their
hard work and dedication in creating this plan:
Susan Bruce
Cheryl Cutsforth
Betsy Fawcett
Shelly Collins-Fuerbringer
Mike Huggins
Larry Nickel
Stella Pagonis
Katherine Schneider
Jacob Spies
Linda Stelter
John Stoneberg
Mark Troendle
Linda Elaine Wendt
Cara Yang

2010-2011 Library Board of Trustees
Susan Bruce, President
Robert Fraser
Robert Hauser
Joanne L. Horan
Richard Lee
Stella Pagonis
Linda Stelter, Vice-President
Dana Wachs
Don Wisner
Virginia Wright, Secretary
Katherine Schneider, President, 2008-2010)

Library Staff
Numerous library staff members contributed time and effort in creating the plan.
Eighteen (18) staff members participated in a day-long session to
help with the development of implementation strategies. Others reviewed and
commented on components of the plan.

Last, but certainly not least, appreciation is extended to the nearly 1,000 Eau Claire
area residents who participated in the planning process through focus groups,
interviews, and surveys.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library (LEPMPL) is a center of community life and
learning in the Eau Claire area. The library building is visited more often than any other
facility in the downtown area. In 2009, more than 370,000 visitors checked out more
than 1.3 million items. The number of people who entered the library last year could fill
the stands at Green Bay’s Lambeau Field five times over and, if all of the items checked
out at the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library last year were stacked one on top of the
other, they would form 40 piles each one as tall as the IDS Tower in Minneapolis!
Almost 20,000 adults, teens and children attended programs, art exhibits and other
special events at the library in 2009 and the LEPMPL website was visited an average of
20,000 times each month. Individuals in the area accessed online databases and other
electronic library resources 126,000 times during the last year.
The library is a resource that belongs to everyone in the community. It offers access to
informational, educational and recreational materials, electronic resources and quality
programs for people of all ages. The library is clearly an important part of what the Eau
Claire community is and does. The following strategic plan is designed to build on this
legacy of service to the public and to ensure that the library remains relevant and plays
an even more vital role helping the people of Eau Claire area succeed well into the
future.
For decades, the pundits have predicted the demise of the public library. They have
questioned the need for libraries in a world increasingly dominated by computers,
Google™ and digital resources. However, instead of fading into the shadows, public
libraries have flourished as computer technology, new formats of materials and new
ways to disseminate information have taken their place alongside the books.
In some ways, libraries continue to serve many of the same functions they have
performed in the past. They still collect and organize information and make it available
to all. As they have for well over a century, they impart the joy of reading and a love of
learning to children, they serve as a free “people’s university” and they act as a center
for lifelong learning where all who desire to improve themselves can find the resources
they need to succeed. Tax-supported public library service began in Eau Clare in 1875.
However, the role of the public library in the twenty-first century has also changed and
will certainly continue to change. Libraries have assumed a greater role in helping the
public navigate the glut of information and misinformation that clogs the Internet. They
have become a primary source of Internet access for millions of Americans who lack
basic or high speed Internet access in their homes. They have taken on the role of
subscribing to fee-based digital content on behalf of the public.
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In addition, libraries are returning to a role that many libraries played in the late 1800s
and early 1900s. They are becoming centers of community life where people can
interact face-to-face with their fellow citizens to share and discuss ideas.
The L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library is a priceless asset. It has served the people
of the Eau Claire area well in the past and it continues to offer boundless opportunities
to this day. The strategic plan that follows is designed to ensure that the people of the
greater Eau Claire area will retain this valued treasure for decades to come. However,
the fundamental objective of the plan isn’t the preservation of an iconic institution.
Rather, the plan attempts to set a course that will ensure that future generations will
continue to have the opportunity to access diverse information and ideas as well as
physical and virtual spaces where people can come together to discuss their fears,
hopes, concerns and ideals.
Information and ideas flow freely in healthy communities. The L.E. Phillips Memorial
Public Library is an indispensible component in making the Eau Claire area an
outstanding place to live.
Over the past six months, the people of the Eau Claire area have been involved in a
conversation about the kind of library services they want in the future. Nearly a
thousand residents of the area have participated in that discussion through focus
groups, personal interviews, a mail survey and a web-based survey. A Planning
Committee comprised of citizens, library board members and library staff members
developed the following plan based on the input received from the public and on service
trends observed in the best public libraries in North America.
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THE PLAN
Although this is a plan for the library, it is driven by a focus on what the library can do to
ensure that Eau Claire remains an outstanding place to live, learn, work and play for its
citizens.

THE LIBRARY’S VISION
The L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library works with the people of the Eau Claire
area to build a strong, vibrant, inclusive community.

MISSION
The L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library promotes the joy of reading, the love of
learning and the sharing of ideas by providing open access to ideas and
knowledge and professional guidance in finding, evaluating and using
information.

VALUES
The L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library values:
•
•
•
•

•

•

open access to information and ideas: The library strives to enhance learning
and to ensure access to information for all.
intellectual freedom: The library strives to provide resources and programs that
offer a wide variety of viewpoints on a broad range of topics.
individual privacy: The library protects every individual’s right to explore
information and ideas in a confidential manner.
the community’s investment in library services: The library recognizes that it
belongs to the people of the community and strives to be an exceptionally good
steward of the investment and trust that the public has placed in it.
collaboration: The library works together with non-profit organizations, other
governmental entities, businesses and individuals that share the library’s Vision
and Mission to maximize the benefits available to every resident of the Eau
Claire area.
exceptional customer service: The library staff provides assistance and
professional guidance to its customers in a friendly, courteous and respectful
manner.
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•

staff, volunteers and Friends: The library values its employees, volunteers and
its Friends as individuals as well as for their important contributions to the
library’s ability to serve the public.

STRATEGIC THEMES
The library has identified six strategic themes to guide its efforts in the coming years.
They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build community and contribute to the development of an informed and
engaged citizenry
Grow a new generation of young readers
Attract and nurture new library users
Enhance services valued by traditional library users
Maximize the impact of the public’s investment in library services
Enhance the library’s position as a “center of community life”

Following is a short discussion of each of these themes and examples of potential
strategies that will enable the library to achieve its goals – a collection of ideas that will
need ongoing discussion and refinement.
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Strategic Theme # 1
Build community and contribute to the development of an informed
and engaged citizenry
Goal: Residents of all ages in the Eau Claire area are fully engaged in community life
and enrich the quality of life in the area by taking advantage of opportunities to interact
with their fellow citizens.

Rationale: Healthy communities are comprised of individuals who are engaged and
involved in shaping the future of the place in which they live. Libraries are unique
“boundary spanning” organizations that offer unparalleled opportunities for diverse
segments of the population to interact. The library belongs to the young and the old, the
rich and the poor. Libraries open their doors and offer their services to people from
every walk in life, of every race, religion and political point of view.
The library can be a place where the people of the community come together to find
common ground and to forge solutions to important community issues and problems in
an information rich environment. The library can promote and encourage civic
discourse and engagement that results in a vibrant, active community.

Examples of Potential Strategies:
•
•
•

Explore ways to enhance the ongoing funding available for cultural
programming and to create greater opportunities for civic engagement.
Enhance the quality of meeting room space to include appropriate
technologies and more comfortable seating.
Evaluate the mix of adult programming and consider hosting more
programming planned with specific “community building”
purposes/outcomes in mind.
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Strategic Theme # 2
Grow a new generation of young readers
Goal: Children from birth to three years have new opportunities to develop pre-literacy
and emergent literacy skills that prepare them to enter school ready to learn and impart
the joy of reading and a pattern of lifelong learning.

Rationale: Our society depends on a literate citizenry. The library has been active in
providing pre-school story hours and other programming and services through day-care
facilities in the past. However, the library is in a position to make a unique contribution
to the development of pre-literacy/emergent literacy skills among children from birth
through three years of age by focusing on this age group. This new focus also
represents a new opportunity to work more closely and collaboratively with the schools
and other agencies to ensure that the children of the Eau Claire area enter school ready
to learn.
Examples of Potential Strategies:
•

•

•

•
•

Focus greater attention on providing pre-literacy and emergent literacy
skills for children from birth to three years of age, for their parents and for
their care-givers.
Work collaboratively with educators to develop strategies that promote
reading readiness. Include attention to English as a Second Language
(ESL)/ English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) needs.
Act as a convener of organizations with a stake in providing early
childhood and family literacy skills to develop plans for how to maximize
the impact of individual organization efforts through cooperation and
collaboration.
Acquire additional resources and tools needed to effectively implement
pre-literacy/early literacy efforts.
Maintain a focus on making the introduction to books and reading “fun!”
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Strategic Theme # 3
Attract and nurture new library users
Goal: Residents of the Eau Claire area are offered relevant new resources, services
and programs that are increasingly delivered in non-traditional ways that save a new
generation of library users time and money and contribute to personal success and
quality of life.

Rationale: LEPMPL is already involved in providing a wide variety of services and
information in digital formats and online through its website. However, the library will
need to be even more aggressive in facilitating the delivery of downloadable content
and in offering access to users of handheld devices if it is going to remain relevant to a
new generation of “digital natives.”

Examples of Potential Strategies:
•

•

•
•

Continue to work with libraries and other library organizations to obtain the
most advantageous pricing on the licensing of proprietary content and
e-reader devices.
Work with other libraries and library organizations to develop and
implement applications that provide convenient access to relevant
information through handheld devices.
Adopt a virtual branch strategy for the ongoing development and
enhancement of web-based services.
Create physical spaces for teens and adults that highlight new
technologies and create environments conducive to using them.
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Strategic Theme # 4
Enhance services valued by traditional library users
Goal: Residents of all ages in the Eau Claire area continue to have convenient access
to a wide range of high-quality traditional library resources, services and programs that
contribute to their quality of life and enable them to succeed at work, at school, and in
their personal lives.

Rationale: LEPMPL is already widely respected in the community. The public
recognizes many of the library’s strengths such as its extensive collection, exceptional
children’s and adult programming, the availability of additional resources through the
MORE Consortium and the library’s connection to arts and culture in the community.
Since these services are highly valued by the taxpayers, an ongoing effort must be
made to preserve and enhance them.
Examples of Potential Strategies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue purchase of traditional/print materials that satisfy public demand
and maintain a well-balanced collection.
Improve “browsability” of library collections through user-friendly/intuitive
arrangement of shelving, enhanced displays and better signage.
Work to ensure that home delivery services continue to be available to
those who are physically unable to come to the library.
Address inequities/inconsistencies that exist between/among MORE
consortium member libraries.
Address access issues related to the elevator’s existing location.
Enhance the quality of meeting room space to include appropriate
technologies and more comfortable seating.
Introduce the option of self-check technology (ideally RFID-based).
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Strategic Theme # 5
Maximize the impact of the public’s investment in library services
Goal: The people of the Eau Clare area benefit as the library employs new
technologies, adopts best practices and develops strategic partnerships that enhance
its capacity to serve the public.
Rationale: Securing additional tax-based funding for library services in the current
economic climate will be extremely difficult. While implementing some components of
the plan will undoubtedly require additional public support, the library recognizes that it
has an obligation to provide both existing and emerging services as efficiently as
possible.
Examples of Potential Strategies:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Conduct a cost analysis to determine costs and payback time related to the
implementation of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology as well
as ancillary technologies such as self-check, RFID-based security systems
and automated materials handling systems.
Address inefficiencies related to the “pass-around” security procedure
used at the circulation desk and develop both short-term “work-arounds”
and a long-term strategy (including investigating the implementation of
RFID technologies) for eliminating this problem.
Work with IFLS/MORE to encourage them to assume the leadership role in
pursuing the implementation of RFID technology throughout the MORE
Consortium.
Examine traditional service delivery mechanisms in reference and adult
services and consider the implementation of emerging, more interactive
models of providing information services.
Study and implement, if feasible, the reprogramming of space on the first
and second levels to streamline the shelving of materials that are checked
out most frequently.
Study and implement, if feasible, the reprogramming of space on the first
and second levels to establish a public service staff presence on the upper
level.
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Strategic Theme # 6
Enhance the library’s position as a “center of community life”
Goal: The vitality of the downtown area is enhanced and personal interaction between
and among area residents increases as physical improvements to the library building
and the surrounding area reinforce the library’s position as an indispensible center of
community life.
Rationale: LEPMPL already serves as a center of community life; however, enhancing
this role is particularly important in light of ongoing efforts to redevelop the downtown
area. Efforts to improve the physical facility and the area surrounding the library as well
as the addition of amenities that make it a “destination” will serve the dual purposes of
increasing the vitality of the central business district and providing a vibrant center of
community life where residents of the area can meet and interact.
Examples of Potential Strategies:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Work with the City on plans to redevelop the areas immediately
surrounding the library and reflective of its place in the redevelopment of
Downtown Eau Claire.
Explore the potential for creating more green space in the area immediately
surrounding the library.
Work with the City to improve the visibility of existing parking as well as
pedestrian approaches to the library.
Address access issues related to the elevator’s existing location.
Consider the addition of a café, permanent Friends’ bookstore and/or other
amenities that build the library’s reputation as a “destination.”
Enhance the quality of meeting room space to include appropriate
technologies and more comfortable seating.
Re-envision current space use to create a friendlier, more engaging first
impression upon entering the building.
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L.E. PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Minutes of a Meeting of the Board of Trustees
A meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L. E. Phillips Memorial Public Library was
held on Thursday, July 15, 2010 at 5 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library.
Board members present: Bruce, Fraser, Hauser, Lee, Pagonis, Stelter, Wachs and
Wright. Board members absent: Wisner. Staff present: Jackie Depa, Julie Gast,
Laura Miller, John Stoneberg and Mark Troendle. Guests present: Assistant City
Attorney Steve Bohrer.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A RECOMMENDATION TO TEMPORARILY
SUSPEND A CUSTOMER’S LIBRARY PRIVILEGES
On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Bob Fraser, the Board approved
suspending the library privileges of Laura Hauert. Ms. Hauert's library privileges will be
suspended for six months and, before her privileges are re-instated, she will need to pay all
costs and any outstanding fines on her card (which at this time are $90.95). The motion
passed unanimously.
MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Ginny Wright, the minutes of the June 16,
2010 Board meeting were unanimously approved.
COMMUNICATION
John Stoneberg passed out a handout from The Wall Street Journal regarding keeping
libraries open. Another handout from the New York Times was entitled “For Those
Facebook Left Behind.”
PRESENTATION
Assistant City Attorney Steve Bohrer gave a presentation about Library Board
responsibilities regarding the archiving of e-mails and answered other questions.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION BY THE BOARD ON A REVISION OF THE
LIBRARY’S BOARD’S BY-LAWS
On a motion made by Stella Pagonis and seconded by Robert Hauser, the Board unanimously
approved to table the action on a revision of the Library Board’s by-laws until the August
meeting. The following changes were suggested in addition to those already made:
ARTICLE II – Membership
Section 1. The Board of Trustees shall consist of ten members appointed by the Eau
Claire City Council. Three or more candidates are recommended by the County Board
Chair from among those residents of Eau Claire County not living in the city of Eau
Claire. Two of these candidates are then selected by the City Council to be Trustees. Six
members are chosen from among citizens living in the city of Eau Claire. One member
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will be the Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee, and one will be a member of
the Eau Claire City Council.
According to 43.54 (1) (a), the Board of Trustees shall consist of nine (9) members except
as provided below in 43.60, (3) (a). Members shall be residents of the municipality,
except that not more than two (2) members of the total number of members of The Board
of Trustees may be residents of other municipalities. Members shall be appointed with
the approval of the municipal governing body (the Eau Claire City Council).
According to 43.54 (1) (c), the appointing authority (the Eau Claire City Council) shall
appoint as one of the members a school district administrator, or the administrator’s
representative, to represent the public school district or districts in which the public
library is located. Not more than one member of the municipal governing body shall at
any one time be a member of the library board.
According to 43.60, (3) (a) A county chairperson, with the approval of the county board,
may appoint from among the residents of the county additional members to the library
board of a public library of a municipality located in whole or in part in the county, for a
term of 3 years from the May 1 following the appointment, and thereafter for a term of 3
years, as follows:
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR
 John Stoneberg’s monthly report was reviewed.
 Bob Fraser congratulated Library staff on their work at the Breakfast in the Valley
event.
 John Stoneberg commented on how Jeff Burns created graphics and rotating
banners on the library’s website to publicize electronic resources.
 The Library’s cooling chiller broke over the weekend and because of the high
indoor temperatures, the Library closed at 3 p.m. on July 14 and remained closed
until 4 p.m. on July 15. The Library took the Public Works’ recommendation to
rent a chiller until the Library purchases a new chiller.
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY BOARD PRESIDENT
 Susan Bruce has a possible candidate for the Library Board.
 Susan Bruce has reviewed Robert’s Rules of Order.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
 A handout listing the Library Board committee assignments was shared with the
Board.
 Finance Committee: On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Richard
Lee, the Board unanimously approved the proposed 2011 Budget.
 On a motion made by Stella Pagonis and seconded by Richard Lee, the Board
unanimously approved the proposed 2011 Capital Improvement Plan.
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REPORT FROM THE FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY
 The next book sale will take place on September 17 and 18.
 Over the past 18 years the Friends Group has given the Library on average $13,820
per year for a grand total of $248,767. This is without considering the “in-kind” work
done for the Library by the Friends Coordinator regarding volunteers, etc.
REPORT OF THE REPRESENTATIVE TO THE IFLS BOARD
The next IFLS Board meeting will take place in Bloomer.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The Board reviewed the June Financial Report.
ACTION ON BILLS & CLAIMS
On a motion made by Linda Stelter and seconded by Bob Fraser, the Board unanimously
approved the Bills & Claims for June 04- June 25, 2010 as well as the Supplemental Bills &
Claims for June 2010.
STATISICAL REPORT
The June Statistical Report was reviewed.
CONSIDERATION OF NEW BUSINESS
 On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Richard Lee, the Board
unanimously approved a resolution honoring Katherine Schneider for her service to
the Library and the Eau Claire Community.
 On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Bob Fraser, the Board
unanimously approved a resolution recognizing the effort of library staff and the
Friends in the publishing of The Public Library in Eau Claire, 1860-2009.
DIRECTIVES FROM THE LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES
John Stoneberg:
 Will send Board members information regarding the archiving of e-mails.
ADJOURNMENT
On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Linda Stelter, the Board unanimously
adjourned their meeting.

Submitted by Jackie Depa, Library Associate II
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COSLA's Ebook Feasibility Report Suggests National Buying Pool
By Josh Hadro, with Norman Oder (July 28, 2010)
A provocative new report released today by the Chief Officers of State Library Agencies
(COSLA) on the upheaval caused by ebooks asks, "Is it different this time?" The answer, in
"eBook Feasibility Study for Public Libraries
http://www.cosla.org/documents/COSLA2270_Report_Final1.pdf,” is a resounding yes,
including a call for a national buying pool to buy ebooks--a tactic likely to face pushback
from publishers and distributors.
Still, the report serves as a rallying cry. "We want to create our destiny," COSLA says of the
venture. "We want to be ready. We are tired of allowing others to decide these things for
public libraries."
The 53-page report consists of findings collected from interviews with ten library managers,
covering a variety of topics and concerns--which were then discussed with other industry
experts.
Given the potential for e-reading to change the emphasis from libraries away from
repositories of print, the report also suggests public libraries emphasize their role as
community centers for learning and events.
[Many of the issues raised in the report will be addressed September 29 at “ebooks:
Libraries at the Tipping Point,” a virtual summit sponsored by Library Journal and School
Library Journal. In fact, the report states, "Many library leaders believe a tipping point is not
far off."]
Toward a library commonwealth
The paltry nature of ebook collections available to libraries in comparison to consumer
offerings prompts the report's most action-oriented suggestion:
A single, national purchasing point for eBooks combined with expert selection, tough
negotiation, and data mining that gives members a compelling story for local funders is a
different beast from consortia that mostly fill operations or content gaps for have-not
libraries. It forces a reckoning and concentrates eBook access to create real leverage. But
it's a steep climb from where we are. Inspiration and leadership will be key. Indeed, major
concerns about redirecting local funds to such an umbrella effort have been raised.
The slightly weaker--though far more prevalent--formulation offered is to increase pressure
on vendors and publishers, thus pushing for thus pushing for lower prices, standardized
formats, and fewer digital rights management (DRM) restrictions.
But libraries face firm opposition, according to the report: "Publishers want library models
that collect payment for every use"--as is the model in the UK--"lease access instead of sell
objects, or have digital rights that enforce methods that worked for print, such as one copy
one user."
In the comments, which are not attributed to people by name, frustration with vendors is
palpable, with an edge of hostility: "It's not like we missed the boat. The boat left without us
because we don't rate."
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Another comment takes aim at the dominant consumer ereader companies directly: "If
COSLA is really trying to figure out where to put the energy, spend it talking to Apple, to
Amazon. They are keeping us out of the game on this."
Publisher pushback?
Many publishers and distributors are resistant to the idea of selling to increasingly powerful
buying groups, operating under the assumption that collective buying results in fewer
duplicate sales.
For example, the report notes: "OverDrive won't sell to the LYRASIS consortium and has
begun to balk at statewide purchasing groups. Maybe this is for the comfort of nervous
publishers who view ebooks as frictionless, ripe for piracy, or long-term profit losses as
library products."
OverDrive CEO Steve Potash, queried by LJ, said the company "is working with hundreds of
consortia, we are very consortia- and resource-sharing friendly." He was quizzical at the
statement about statewide groups: "We are proud to be partnering with several statewide
shared digital book corsortia."
As for LYRASIS, formed by the merger of SOLINET and PALINET, and now covering some
two-thirds of the states, Potash said no deal had been discussed, but cautioned, "I don't
think I can say without limitation we're ready to adopt every mega-consortium," noting the
challenge of authenticating users. In many cases, he said, OverDrive is already serving
LYRASIS members via existing consortia.
LYRASIS spokeswoman Sacha Turpin, queried by LJ, confirmed that "we have not tried to
do a deal with Overdrive" but added, "It is true that Overdrive has begun to balk at statewide
purchasing groups."
OverDrive, Potash pointed out, is working on a major initiative to consortia known as
OverDrive Consortium Services, including OverDrive Advantage 2.0, an upgraded feature
which allows libraries to add more copies of popular titles that the consortium owns and add
copies of other titles that the consortium doesn't own.
Making the case for library use
To address concerns about this new model--and to appeal to publishers in clearly defined
financial terms--the report suggests further study on "connections between library use and
book buying."
In the vein of a white paper recently released by OverDrive titled "How eBook Catalogs at
Public Libraries Drive Publishers' Book Sales and Profits," the report urges libraries to prove
their value, possibly via a "Book Promotion Index" to highlight library promotion of
publishers' titles.
Another suggested approach is to track something analogous to anonymous "Nielsen
families," keeping tabs on all publishing related activity, including both buying and lending, in
an attempt to identify strong correlations.
Taking a stand on copyright
Though given proportionately little treatment in the report, "Copyright and fair use emerged
as an area of special concern."
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Thus, "some participants felt it is simply time for public libraries to push harder on the
legislative front to protect the public interest and make a bigger noise about library models
for fair use that include eBooks and other digital materials."
Here, partnerships with the Internet Archive, the Electronic Frontier Foundation, and the
American Civil Liberties Union are suggested as a means to spark greater civic discussion
and engagement on this issue.
However, one commenter offered a cautionary note against picking a legislative or judicial
fight over copyright change: "careful what you wish for. Publishers have more money and
clout than we do."
Devices for lending
The device lending section of the report concludes that cheap ereaders are already
penetrating the consumer market. Though none are "well-designed or mature yet," and not
particularly well-suited to heavy library use, the report--at least as framed in a COSLA press
release--states that librarians needn't worry about the availability of low-cost reading
devices.
Some respondents also contended that readers may prefer multi-use devices over
dedicated e-ink readers in the long term. That raises the issue of software control and
additional expense to lending considerations.
The perfect ereader, the report says, would be simple, durable, and cheap-a familiar library
refrain for patron technologies-and would ideally cost less than $100. Respondents also
disagreed whether the device should be dedicated to lending or allow for mixed lending and
buying.
A remark that no cables be required for use also implies that wireless lending is both desired
and expected-a feature yet to be made available from any library ebook lending vendor.
While an ereader developed specifically for public library lending was an initial
consideration, this was eventually discarded as unfeasible, however, citing concerns that it
could not compete with commercial products.
A number of comments were critical of libraries dedicating resources to lend ereaders likely
to quickly become obsolete. "By the time libraries do this, it'll be too late," one commenter
offered.
To help patrons navigate the increasingly wide variety of ereaders available, an ereader
certification program is proposed-an idea that has already been taken up by OverDrive,
which announced at the American Library Association annual conference in June that it will
vet devices for compatibility with its lending platform.
Access for all
In terms of getting ebooks into the hands of patrons, the report's conclusions on usability
and accessibility center on a consistent criticism from librarians and patrons alike: the
demand for ebooks is there, but the procedure for locating and borrowing is prohibitively
difficult.
Meanwhile, lending rules-including "one copy, one user"-are are described as awkward, and
a source of confusion for patrons since they are counterintuitive in regard to digital files.
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The "leasing" of collections--which would provide easier and more simultaneous access to
materials--is increasingly being considered, but is also a more expensive option, as more
rights to usage entails a higher cost.
This model has proven popular with academic library collections, but has yet to take hold on
the public library side.
The report also highlights the efforts by the Internet Archive's BookServer project "as a
simple way for libraries to concentrate and promote their riches."
Forward without content?
In one section, the report also suggests librarians might prepare themselves for a radically
different future-one in which reference and content circulation have fallen by the wayside.
"Because of the competition, I'm not sure libraries should be concerned about providing
content for people. I see us getting squeezed out," said a commenter.
Instead, a further shift "from content repository to community center" may be the way
forward, the report suggests.
However, elsewhere the report suggests that libraries will remain essential to the broader
reading ecosystem, and offers a scenario in which libraries step up efforts to help patrons
self-publish materials and then highlight the contributions of local authors.
Task Force
The COSLA eReader Task Force was led by Oregon State Librarian Jim Scheppke. Other
members were California State Librarian Stacey Aldrich, Kansas State Librarian Jo Budler,
and Massachusetts State Librarian Rob Maier.
They worked with Eva Miller of Pinpoint Logic, a Portland, OR-based research and design
consulting firm, and Tom Peters of TAP Information Services, a Kansas-based library
consulting firm.
Interviewees
All of the report's in-line comments are unattributed; however, while some respondents'
names are withheld names entirely, the majority of the contributions came from discussions
with "library leaders" including LJ's Book Review Editor Heather McCormack and Collection
Management Editor Barbara Genco, as well as:
• Joe Janes, Associate Professor, iSchool, University of Washington
• Jana Bradley, Professor, School of Information Resources and Library Science, University
of Arizona
• Maggie Balistreri, librarian at Poet's House, New York, New York
• Brenda Bailey-Hainer, President and CEO, Bibliographic Center for Research (BCR)
• Kate Nevins, CEO, LYRASIS
• Peter Brantley, Director, Internet Archive
• Steve Coffman, Vice President, LSSI
• Steve Potash, President and CEO, Overdrive
• George Coe, President of Library and Education, Baker and Taylor
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That's not all bad for Amazon. Owners of such
devices can read e-books from Amazon using its
free Kindle app The U.S. Kindle store has more than
630,000 titles. Still, Bezos is betting that lots of
people will still want a dedicated e-reader.

Amazon unveils
3rd-generation
Kindle e-book
reader

"We will try to make the best reading device
possible, so when you really want to read for two
hours, you'll choose a Kindle," he says.
The latest Kindles, in white or graphite, sport the
same 6-inch reading area as the current model even
though the bodies are 21% smaller. But the text will
look sharper; the contrast on the screen is 50%
better.

By Edward C. Baig, USA TODAY
Amazon.com will unveil on Thursday (July 29) its
answer to Apple's iPad and other devices seeking to
replace its Kindle as the premiere digital book
reader.
It's a third-generation Kindle that's lighter, smaller
and faster than the current model—and also has a
sharper display, longer battery life and twice the
storage.
Amazon has added Wi-Fi reception for those who
want to use a speedy Internet service to download
e-books. This Kindle will keep the free service that
uses AT&T's wireless network to download a book
in less than a minute.
The model, which starts shipping on Aug. 27, will
be priced at $189, same as the current Kindle.

At 8.7 ounces, the new Kindle is about 15% lighter,
too, even though Amazon has doubled the storage
so it can hold up to 3,500 books.

But Amazon hopes to rattle rivals by offering a
version that just uses Wi-Fi for wireless connections
and that will sell for $139. That's about $10 below
the least-expensive versions of Barnes & Noble's
Nook and the Sony Reader.

Page turns are faster. With wireless settings off,
Kindle can go a month without a charge.
The product announcements follow Amazon's
disclosure last week that it now sells more Kindle ebooks than hard covers. Next milestone:
paperbacks. "It's hard to know for sure, but I
predict we will surpass paperback sales sometime
in the next nine to 12 months," Bezos says.

At these prices, "People are going to buy multiple
Kindles for the household," CEO Jeff Bezos told
USA TODAY. "Remember: 33 months ago, Kindle
was $399."
Q&A WITH BEZOS: Amazon CEO sees Kindle
apps for everything

07/29/10

Forrester Research analyst James McQuivey:
"Anyone who said 'I don't want to get (a Kindle)
because they're too expensive,' will look at $139,
and say, 'It's time to become a digital reader.’ '’
Amazon has sold about 4 million Kindles in the U.S.
and will top 6 million by year's end, McQuivey
estimates. It has two-thirds of the e-reader market.
Yet, in 2012, multimedia tablet PCs, led by the iPad,
will outsell dedicated e-readers, he says.
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The Future of Libraries: Interview with Thomas Frey
Tom W. Sloan

Without consulting a crystal ball, Thomas Frey, executive director and senior futurist at the DaVinci Institute, writes and
speaks about a promising future for those libraries strongly connected to their communities and quickly adaptable to the
changing world around them. Tom Sloan, executive director of the DuPage Library System in Geneva, Illinois, asked Frey
to discuss the future of libraries.
Unlike many futurists, you have stated that “libraries are here to stay.” Why?
Libraries have been around in various forms for nearly 4,000 years and have become a cornerstone of activities for the
communities in which they exist. Even though the role and function of what’s happening inside will change, the library
itself will remain a powerful entity around which communities will rally.
Beyond the evolving nature of libraries, there are very few people who don’t like libraries. The library-hater crowds are
very small. While some will argue about the value of dollars going into a library, not many have waged an all-out assault.
On balance, the vast majority of people want libraries to remain, and this public sentiment will help solidify the staying
power of libraries for many years to come.
An important role of libraries that often gets overlooked is that of archiving the community in which they exist. While
many forms of information can be digitized and reside in “the cloud,” and various devices will give us access to
information anytime and anyplace, there are a variety of documents and artifacts that are necessarily local.
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Farewell, Libraries?
Amazon’s report that e-books are outselling hardcovers means book
collections—personal and public—are about to get a drastic makeover.
by Malcolm JonesAugust 05, 2010

Books vs. E-Books: Click here to read related content
Amazon.com’s recent announcement that sales of e-books at the online megastore had
overtaken sales of hardcover books came as no surprise. It had to happen sometime. But the
news did conjure quite an interesting mental image: libraries that from now on will look smaller
and less crowded. For the moment, let’s not argue with the proposition that people will read as
much as they ever have, no matter whether they read an actual book or a book on a screen.
The habits of readers may not change (if anything, people may read more, or at least buy
more—several stories have quoted e-book owners who say they buy more titles for their ereaders than they did when they were buying hardcover books). But if readers aren’t changing,
their environments will. Rooms that once held books will—well, whatever they hold from now
on, it won’t be books. Or not as many books. Theoretically, your space will be more spare,
more serenely uncluttered. That’s the theory, at least. My experience is that stuff expands to fill
the space available. But you can dream.
All of this has already happened big time in the music business, where downloads have
gradually but surely replaced CDs. I don’t know how many people I’ve overheard crowing
because they managed to transfer their entire music collections onto their computers. All those
CDs taking up space on the wall—gone. All those CDs that travel from car to kitchen to
bedroom to living room, with the CD and the case getting separated somewhere along the
way—a problem no more in the digital age. From now on, we’ll own what might be described
as the idea of stuff, since the actual physical things—records, tapes, photographs, CDs, and
now books—have been as good as vaporized, with the information contained therein stored
away on a hard drive.
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This, of course, is merely collateral damage in the digital revolution, if damage it is. There’s as
yet no way to tell if this transition is good, bad, both, or neither, but surely the absence of a
physical library, be it musical or literary, marks a fundamental shift in the way we live and think
about things. In music, for example, the rise of iTunes, Pandora, YouTube, and all the other
online music purveyors has quickly eroded our devotion to the long-playing album as the
principal means of organizing music. After a half century of neglect, the lowly single is back on
top. Most immediately this has repercussions for artists, maybe not so much for the people
who buy their music. But who knows?
With books, the absence of packaging does nothing to the contents. I can buy a hardcover
copy of Moby-Dick or download it onto an e-reader, and Melville is still Melville. But I grew up
loving Rockwell Kent’s illustrations of that novel, and later Barry Moser’s. It’s hard to think of
the book without them. I can do that, certainly, but some little thing is lost.
Paperbacks and public libraries made books cheap or free but certainly available to millions
who might otherwise not have been able to afford them, and all that happened long before I
was born. Nevertheless, I was brought up by people who had been taught—and who taught
me—that books were valuable things, things to be cared for and cherished, and I have owned
some volumes for close to half a century (almost none of them, I should point out, qualify as
“collectible” or valuable to an antiquarian book collector; owning a rare book makes me
nervous. I like books I can hold, read, and even—here my mother is spinning in her grave—
write in).
I come from a generation for whom the books and records on the shelf signaled, in some way,
who you were (starting with the fact that you were a person who owned books or records or
CDs). If you visited a friend, you took the first chance you had to surreptitiously scan that
friend’s shelves to get a handle on the person. I suppose I could sneak a peek at a friend’s
Kindle, but is that the same? And try that kind of snooping on a bus or in a coffee shop and
you’ll probably get arrested. For a sense of the diminution of this sort of information gathering,
click through this Tumblr of covers (scroll until you get to the e-reader included in the mix, to
fully plumb the difference).
The stuff of our lives is a comfort. We look up at the shelves and we see old friends. (Yes,
there are books on my shelves that aren’t my friends, that I haven’t finished or even started,
but someday I will, I promise—my home library is a physical manifestation of ambivalence.)
There is comfort in the continuity of seeing the same books year after year. I guess there might
be some of the same pleasure in scrolling through a digital library or music playlist, but
somehow I think something will be lost.

For years audiophiles have tried to persuade more casual music fans that a vinyl record played
on a decent sound system sounds better than a digital recording played on the same system.
Digital sound is not as warm, not as seductive to the ear. The resurgence, albeit modest, of
vinyl, especially among young listeners and musicians, proves that this argument is not
generational. It’s not, in other words, just old fogies versus young hipsters.
Something of the same argument might be made for books, or for the tactile pleasure of
holding and reading a well-made book. At its simplest, a book is a tool, or an informationdelivery system, if you will, and it does what it does supremely well. To conceive of a world
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without physical books is to conceive of a world somehow diminished. It may be more
efficient—yes, you can take a “stack” of books on vacation with an e-reader. It may spare quite
a few forests from the pulpmaker’s ax. But efficiency is no substitute for pleasure. The future
may be less cluttered. It may also be less fun.
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From Gutenberg to Zoobert
The final chapters in the history of the printed book have yet to be written.
By L. GORDON CROVITZ

In the hit 1998 film "You've Got Mail," Meg Ryan's independent bookstore couldn't compete with
the big chain-store competitor. Underdog-rooting moviegoers couldn't have known how lucky the
independent stores were, having enjoyed so many decades of being the only booksellers. The
megastores, which became dominant in the 1980s, have been undermined by technology in less
than a generation.
Last week, Barnes & Noble, whose more than 700 stores make it the largest bricks-and-mortar
book chain, put itself up for sale. Its market capitalization is less than $1 billion, compared with
Amazon's $55 billion. This reflects both the better economics of Web sales of print books and the
increasingly uncertain future of print books in an e-book world.
The creative destruction in the book business has led even Andy Ross to have some sympathy for
Barnes & Noble. Mr. Ross was the owner of Cody's Books, a well-known independent bookstore
located near the Berkeley campus of the University of California. Starting in the 1980s, Mr. Ross
instigated numerous antitrust and other lawsuits against Barnes & Noble. He owned Cody's
Books for some 30 years before competition from the big stores closed it down in 2008.
"The only thing anyone is talking about in the
book business is e-books," Mr. Ross told me last
week. "I see it as being similar to the music
industry. There is going to be a tipping point
where e-books become the dominant medium,
thus ending 500 years of the Gutenberg Age."
Mr. Ross points out that "the future of physical
bookstores is pretty bleak, both for chains and
independents."
Associated Press

Technology has made the physical scale of
Barnes & Noble a liability. Amazon, now the
world's largest bookseller, launched the Kindle e-reader less than three years ago and already
sells more Kindle editions than hardbacks. Amazon projects it will sell more Kindle books than
paperbacks within a year. Apple's iPad, launched just a few months ago, is already a big seller.
Google plans its own eBook store.
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As in other industries, consumers benefit from technological tumult. They get lower prices,
greater choice and one-click buying. Amazon can charge less for printed books because it doesn't
have retail outlets, inventory, returns, printing or shipping costs.
Now, the iPad is pointing the way to a new kind of book. With color and Web access, e-books on
the iPad are a new genre. These are called enhanced, multimedia or "transmedia" versions of
books, with video, audio and interactivity.
In my family, which includes two young boys,
the most popular iPad application is Zoobert, a
narrated, interactive cartoon about a happy
monster who lives in a sock drawer. Kids are
instructed to "shake shake shake" the iPad to
help Zoobert decide what to do next. The iPad
version of the Dr. Seuss classic "Green Eggs and
Ham" includes clever tools for spelling and
reading.

View Full Image
Associated Press

Textbook publishers offer e-books with video,
interactive testing and built-in research links.
Travel publishers such as Lonely Planet have created e-editions that are more convenient and
have more information than printed versions.
To those of us who see the technology glass as half full, it's important to note the costs. Lower
sales of print books pressure publishers, which usually get lower profits on e-books. This could
mean fewer opportunities for aspiring authors until new business models emerge. Just as
technology undermined the economics of local newspapers with online alternatives to classified
advertising and upended the music industry by de-bundling physical albums into digital songs, it
will take time for book publishers and authors to find new revenues.
It's also worth noting the role independent bookstores played in the free flow of information.
Cody's Books was the scene in 1989 of an early act of Islamist terrorism in the U.S. A firebomb
was thrown through its store window, in which Salman Rushdie's "The Satanic Verses" was
displayed. This happened a month after Iran issued a fatwa calling for Mr. Rushdie's murder. Mr.
Ross and his staff unanimously voted to keep the book on display even as many chains, including
Barnes & Noble, withdrew it from their shelves.
Still, Mr. Ross, now a literary agent, is optimistic. He points to "new competitive pressure among
e-book companies to get better deals for authors." The multimedia e-book, he says, "means a lot
of potential for creativity," changing what it means to be a book.
At a time when distracting digital technologies threaten to reduce people's attention span, it may
take an evolution in the art form of a book to retain our interest in long-form story telling. Books
that combine text with other media could be more informative and perhaps lead to a new kind of
literature.
It's ideas that count, not how they're transmitted. Independent bookstores gave way to chains,
which are fast giving way to Web-based retailers. At least for now, the printed book will live
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alongside the e-book. These are new pages in the history of the book, whose final chapters are yet
to be written.
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How libraries stack up: 2010
In America, we go to libraries to find jobs, create new careers and help grow our small businesses. We borrow
books, journals, music and movies. We learn to use the latest technology. We get the tools and information
needed to reenter the workforce. We get our questions answered, engage in civic activities, meet with friends
and co-workers and improve our skills at one of the 16,600 U.S. public libraries. Every day, our public libraries
deliver millions of dollars in resources and support
that meet the critical needs of our communities.

Here are a few of the ways
that our public libraries stack up.

Every day

300,000

Americans get job-seeking help at
their public library.

Source: OCLC, 2010, primary
research; ALA, 2010, “A Perfect
Storm Brewing.”

Hot spots
U.S. public
libraries
with
free
Wi-Fi

Taking care of business

12,000

Most public libraries provide free
wireless Internet access for their
users. Nearly 12,000 now offer free
Wi-Fi. That’s more than Starbucks,
Barnes & Noble or
Borders.

11,000
Borders and
Barnes & Noble

Starbucks

1,300

2.8 million
times every month
COME IN, WE’RE

OPEN

business
owners and
employees use
resources at
public libraries
to support
their small
businesses.

Source: OCLC, 2010, primary research.
Sources: ALA, 2009, “Libraries Connect Communities 3: Public Library Funding & Technology
Access Study, 2008–2009”; Starbucks corporate communications; www.borders.com;
www.barnesandnobleinc.com.

Getting technical

It’s in our wallets

U.S. public
libraries
offering
free
technology
classes

Library cards are about as prevalent as credit cards.
Two-thirds of Americans have a library card. For many young
people, the first card in their wallet is a library card.
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5,400
Businesses
offering computer
training

More libraries—5,400—offer technology training classes
than there are computer training businesses in the U.S.
Every day, 14,700 people attend free library computer
classes—a retail value of $2.2 million. That’s $629 million
worth of computer classes annually (based on 286
business days per year).
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Sources: ALA, 2009, “Libraries Connect Communities 3: Public Library Funding & Technology
Access Study, 2008–2009”; ReferenceUSA Business and Residential Directory; OCLC, 2010,
primary research; www.geeksquad.com.

Sources: ALA, “The State of America’s Libraries, 2009”; U.S. Census Bureau, population
estimates for those aged 20 and over; Statistical Abstract of the United States, 2010.
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How libraries stack up: 2010
Libraries are at the heart of our communities—a resource for people of any age
to find what we need to help improve our quality of life.

Let’s meet

Movie night

More public libraries offer free meeting rooms than there are
conference centers, convention facilities and auditoriums
combined. Every day, 225,000 people use library meeting
rooms at a retail value of $11 million. That’s $3.2 billion
annually (based on 286 business days per year).

U.S. public
libraries

2.1 million
DVDs borrowed

RedBox
vending

1.1 million
DVDs rented

U.S. public
libraries with
free meeting
rooms

Conference and
other meeting
centers

Netflix

2.2 million
DVDs rented

6,600 10,800

Every day, Americans borrow 2.1 million DVDs from
libraries, and we spend over $22 million for DVD rentals at
outlets like Netflix and RedBox vending machines.
Sources: OCLC, 2010, primary research; www.netflix.com/HowItWorks; Stross,
Randall, “When the Price Is Right, the Future Can Wait,” New York Times, July 12,
2009; McBride, Sarah, “Cinema Surpassed DVD Sales in 2009,” Wall Street Journal
online, January 4, 2010.

Sources: OCLC, 2010, primary
research; ReferenceUSA Business
and Residential Directory.

Career assistance when we need it most

U.S. public
libraries
offering
career
assistance

U.S. public
library visits

U.S.
Department
of Labor
One-stop
Career
Centers

13,000

No ticket required

1.4 billion

U.S. movie
attendance

U.S. sporting
event
attendance

1.3 billion 218 million
CINEMA

3,000
Americans turn to libraries when searching for new jobs.
Both public libraries and One-stop Career Centers provide
career counseling resources, resumé assistance and help
in filling out online applications.
Sources: ALA, 2010, “A Perfect Storm Brewing”; U.S. Department of Labor, www.servicelocator.org/.

Every year, Americans visit the library more often than
we go to the movies and six times more often than we
attend live sporting events (includes professional and
NCAA football, baseball, basketball and hockey).
Sources: IMLS, 2007, Public Libraries in the United States: Fiscal Year 2007; Statistical
Abstracts of the United States, 2010; www.mpaa.org/researchStatistics.asp.

On the move
FedEx shipments worldwide:

8 million

U.S. public library circulation:

7.9 million

U.S. public libraries circulate as many materials
every day as FedEx ships packages worldwide.
We enjoy $82 million of value every day from the
materials we check out at libraries.
Sources: IMLS, 2007, Public Libraries in the United States: Fiscal Year 2007; FedEx company facts
at http://about.fedex.designcdt.com/our_company/company_information/fedex_corporation

OCLC is a nonprofit library cooperative. For more information see: www.oclc.org/reports/stackup/.
Numbers from OCLC’s primary research are estimates. OCLC conducted primary research in January 2010 by inviting librarians via a post on various
e-mail lists to answer a questionnaire gauging the use of their public libraries for job-seeking, small business support, meeting room usage and
other activities. 719 librarians from 23 states participated.
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t the same time that demand for critical services has increased,
many state and local libraries are facing growing funding
challenges. Unfortunately, the impact of the recession on public
libraries is anticipated to deepen. More libraries report declines in
fiscal years 2009 and 2010, and anticipate continued reductions in
FY2011. Perhaps a glimmer of hope in this otherwise dismal financial
picture is that more libraries report level funding across multiple fiscal
years, with 25 percent reporting this is the case.
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As libraries do more with
FIGURE B-1: PUBLIC LIBRARY SYSTEMS OPERATING BUDGET
less, the 2009-2010 Public
CHANGE, FY2009-FY2010
Library Funding & Technology
Access Study survey results inUrban
Suburban
Rural
All
Operating budget
dicate that some technology2010
2009
2010
2009
2010
2009
2010
2009
related expenditures
(technology staff, outside venIncreased up to 6%
28.2% 47.3% 35.0% 51.1% 38.8% 50.6% 37.0% 50.5%
dors, hardware/software, and
telecommunications) have esIncreased 6% or more
5.2% 10.6% 5.2%
9.0%
7.2%
9.4%
6.7%
9.4%
caped reductions. However,
the downturn has taken a sig8.9% 17.1% 10.6%
Decreased less than 6% 24.2% 14.7% 24.2% 13.0% 15.5%
nificant toll on library staffing
and collections.
Decreased more than 6% 30.4% 7.4% 17.4% 3.6% 11.0% 3.3% 14.3% 3.7%
Key findings:
n A majority (56.4 perStayed same
11.4% 19.9% 22.7% 23.3% 27.5% 27.8% 25.0% 25.9%
cent) of public libraries report
flat or decreased operating
budgets in FY2010, up from
FIGURE B-2: ANTICIPATED CHANGES TO TOTAL OPERATING
just over 40 percent in
BUDGET, CURRENT FY
FY2009.
n About 62 percent of
Urban
Suburban
Rural
Overall
libraries anticipate flat or de37.0%
56.0%
55.8%
54.8%
Remain unchanged
creased operating budgets in
43.2%
28.3%
24.0%
26.6%
Decrease
FY2011.
n Staff salary/benefits ex8.5%
8.7%
13.3%
11.5%
Increase
penditures dropped 43.3 per11.4%
7.0%
6.9%
7.2%
Don’t know
cent in FY2010 from FY2009
and are anticipated to fall another 5.7 percent in FY2011;
collection expenditures fell 47.5
budgets in FY2011 (Figure B-1).
The net effect of these changes is
percent in FY2010 from FY2009 and
The proportion of public libraries a sizeable drop in urban library opanother 7.8 percent in FY2011.
reporting growing operating buderating budgets overall, with few
even keeping pace with inflation
n Twenty-four state library
gets declined in FY2010 from
(the Consumer Price Index rose 2.6
agencies reported cuts in state
FY2009 for libraries of all metropercent in 2009).1 Urban libraries
funding for public libraries between politan status.
FY2009 and FY2010.
About 5 percent fewer urban
spend more than suburban and ruThis year marks the fourth in
libraries report operating budget
ral libraries, so even modest dewhich the survey has asked public
increases of 6 percent or more in
clines mean far larger actual
libraries about their operating
FY2010 from FY2009, while 19 perreductions. In fact, they report the
budgets and financial support for
cent fewer reported increases in the greatest dollar losses in expendipublic access computing services.
less-than-6 percent ranges. Eight
tures, with an average decline of
Detailed survey responses are avail- percent more urban libraries re29.5 percent, or about $5 million in
able online.
ported decreased operating budgets each library’s operating budget in
in the less-than-6 percent ranges.
FY2010, and additional average reTax Support Losses
More than 54 percent reported deductions of 5 percent anticipated in
Already Noticeable
creased operating budgets, with the
FY2011, or more than $600,000 per
A majority (56.4 percent) of public
highest increase in the greaterlibrary.
libraries report flat or decreased
than-6 percent range (30.4 percent
Fewer rural libraries report
operating budgets in FY2010, up
compared with 7.4 percent last
growth in operating budgets, a catefrom just over 40 percent in
year). Further, about 11.4 percent
gory that is down 14 percent in
FY2009; and about 62 percent anmore report flat operating budgets
FY2010 (46 percent, from 60 perticipated flat or decreased operating in FY2010 from FY2009.
cent last year), with a comparable

FIGURE B-3: AVERAGE PERCENTAGE CHANGE FY 2008 TO 2011 TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES
Salaries (including benefits)

Collections

Other Expenditures

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

-0.2%

0.3%

-4.9%

-0.5%

-4.6%

-3.6%

-1.0%

15.5%

-4.9%

-5.8%

55.7%

4.5%

3.5%

4.2%

-18.6%

-1.0%

1.9%

10.8%

Federal

30.9%

228.4%

-7.0%

17.1%

-6.6%

-10.1%

14.1%

109.1%

-19.5%

Fees/fines

3.7%

-5.5%

22.1%

3.5%

-1.9%

-1.0%

-4.2%

-23.8%

9.2%

Donations/local
fund raising

18.9%

-89.0%

-9.2%

15.9%

-57.5%

-3.3%

7.7%

-65.8%

-15.0%

Government grants

2.4%

-19.5%

-2.4%

-4.9%

-22.2%

-5.1%

-0.9%

18.7%

3.2%

Private foundation
grants

43.0%

-92.9%

-0.5%

10.7%

-70.0%

-22.5%

-1.7%

-56.0%

26.1%

Reported average
total change, all
funding sources

7.3%

-43.2%

-5.7%

3.0%

-47.5%

-7.8%

0.2%

-34.3%

-5.4%

Local/county
State*
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rise in those reporting decreased
operating budgets. The number reporting unchanged budgets is about
the same as last year (27.5 percent
and 27.7 percent, respectively).
A substantial rise in decreased
operating budgets (41.6 percent) is
reported by suburban libraries, and
20 percent fewer (40.2 percent in
FY2010 compared with 60.1 last
year) report increased operating
budgets.
While a majority (54.8 percent)
of libraries anticipates no changes
in the current operating budget
(FY2010), about 26.6 percent overall anticipate requests for further
reductions, making it very difficult
to plan beyond staff salaries and
known expenses, such as utilities
(Figure B-2). More urban libraries
(43.2 percent) anticipate operating
budget decreases during the current
fiscal year, followed by suburban
(28.3 percent) and rural libraries

(24 percent). Rural libraries (13.3
percent) are more likely to report
anticipated increases in operating
budgets during the current fiscal
year, followed by suburban (8.7 percent) and urban libraries (8.5 percent). The amount of anticipated
operating budget increase or decrease was not asked.

Operating Expenditure
Declines Affect Suburban
and Urban Libraries Most

Libraries rely on multiple funding
sources to support core services —
staff, collections, technology and
telecommunications infrastructure,
as well as facilities maintenance and
utilities. The downward spiraling of
the national economy put even more
pressure on libraries to juggle resources. Simply put, keeping library
services afloat in fiscal years 2009
and 2010 was difficult for public
libraries. Changes in operating ex-
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penditures in FY2010 from FY2008
were dramatic. Libraries report significant shifts in amounts spent for
staffing, collections and other expenses, as well as the sources for
those expenditures (Figure B-3).
These dramatic changes were driven
primarily by declines in urban and
suburban library expenditures,
whose spending is greater than that
by rural libraries (Figure B-7).
Expenditures for staff salaries
and “other” expenditures — the category in which much of the technology-related costs occur — shifted in
FY2010 from FY2009 away from local/county and soft funding sources
(fee/fines, donations, etc.) to federal and state sources. Libraries report increases from FY2009 to
FY2010 and anticipate increases
from FY2010 to FY2011 for other expenditures likely to come from government grant sources.
Public libraries anticipate addi-

“I’m really at the point now where none of my choices are
painless. Service is going to deteriorate in some way,”
David Gunckel, Director, Sierra Vista (AZ) Public Library

reported in FY2010 from FY2009 by
suburban libraries (51.3 percent, or
$195,395) and urban libraries (29.1
percent or $283,156) represent a
larger proportion of total expenditures by public libraries. These double-digit reductions are noteworthy.

Technology-Related
Expenditures Show
Modest Improvement,
More Stability than Other
Library Expenditures

Although fewer libraries report detail for technology-related expenditures, very modest improvements
were evident in FY2010 from
FY2009. The percent change from

FY2009 (Figure B-4) appears dramatic, but the actual dollars expended (Figure B-5) were not. For
instance, although libraries reported a 6,000+ percent increase in the
use of federal funds for salaries, the
change in dollars spent was just over
$31,000. Libraries also were asked
to report on the stability of technology budgets, and their responses reflect modest improvements in
FY2010, but anticipate decreases in
FY2011 (Figure B-6). Unlike operating expenditure stability across all
categories, libraries appear to be
protecting as best they can the technology-related expenditures used to
support public access computing.

Hardware/
Software

Telecommunications

Local/county

30.2%

30.3%

-6.0%

-7.4%

State

258.1%

9.5%

71.7%

147.1%

Federal

6045.4%

1088.9%

279.3%

110.5%

Fees/fines

489.4%

-3.9%

305.9%

281.5%

Donations/local
fundraising

647.4%

928.0%

62.4%

2350.7%

Government grants
(local, state or
national level

1480.6%

1042.7%

27.8%

748.6%

Private foundation
grants (e.g. Carnegie,
Ford, Gates, etc)

860.4%

869.5%

7.6%

1958.4%

Reported average
total

201.9%

230.4%

149.0%

251.2%
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tional reductions continuing into
FY2011, with the exception of state
funding. Here, libraries anticipated
modest increases. However, a November 2009 survey of the Chief Officers of State Library Agencies
(COSLA) indicates a continued
downward trend in state funding for
public libraries in FY2010, and a recovery does not appear likely.
Changes in spending patterns
were even more pronounced when
viewed by metropolitan status (see
Figures B-10 to B-12). Rural
libraries report a steady erosion of
expenditures in each category, and
were the first to experience significant reductions (57.2 percent) in
salary expenditures reported in
FY2009 from FY2008. They were
joined by suburban libraries in
FY2010, which report declines of
81.9 percent; and urban libraries
44.4 percent. The reductions in salary expenditures reported by suburban and urban libraries are most
significant because of the amount
spent nationally. Anecdotal reports
indicate that these declines are from
vacancies occurring because of retirements (the Baby Boomer effect
on the library workforce), keeping
vacancies unfilled, eliminated positions and, in some cases, salary reductions and forced furloughs.
Other expenditures also were significantly affected, with rural
libraries reporting steady reductions since FY2008, and suburban
libraries since FY2008 but anticipating some improvement in
FY2011. Urban libraries began reporting declines in FY2009. Average
percentage changes in expenditures

FIGURE B-5: AVERAGE CHANGE IN DOLLARS SPENT FY
2009 TO 2010 TOTAL TECHNOLOGY-RELATED OPERATING
EXPENDITURES
Salaries
(including
benefits)

Outside
Vendors

Hardware/
Software

Telecommunications

Local/county

$30,445

$7,875

($2,411)

($1,635)

State

$33,539

$960

$9,199

$12,523

Federal

$31,134

$22,235

$23,997

$17,951

Fees/fines

$3,015

($153)

$4,322

$3,907

Donations/local fundraising

$5,451

$13,466

$1,804

$15,632

Government grants

$10,098

$8,164

$1,707

$11,910

Private foundation grants

$5,644

$6,121

$577

$17,293

$119,326

$58,668

$39,195

$77,581

Sources of Funding

Reported average total

Operating Budget

Urban

Suburban

Rural

Overall

Increased up to 2%

-3.7%

3.9%

0.6%

1.4%

Increased 2.1-4%

0.1%

0.7%

1.8%

1.3%

Increased 4.1-6%

1.6%

1.0%

0.3%

0.6%

Increased 6.1-10%

-1.7%

-0.1%

0.2%

0.0%

Increased more than 10%

-1.6%

-2.5%

-1.5%

-1.9%

Decreased up to 2%

-2.0%

-0.2%

-0.1%

-0.3%

Decreased 2.1-4%

0.1%

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

Decreased 4.1-6%

0.5%

0.2%

0.4%

0.3%

Decreased 6.1-10%

2.0%

-1.1%

-0.1%

-0.4%

Decreased more than 10%

-3.9%

-1.2%

-0.7%

-1.1%

Stayed the same

8.5%

-0.8%

-0.7%

-0.1%

FIGURE B-7: AVERAGE PERCENT OF OPERATING
EXPENDITURES, BY POPULATION SERVED (IMLS FY2007)
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FIGURE B-6: AVERAGE PERCENTAGE CHANGE FY 2010 TO
2011 EXPECTED TECHNOLOGY BUDGET STABILITY

Population

Total Expenditures

Percent

500,000 or more

$3,202,400,000

31.4%

100,000 - 499,999

$2,833,748,000

27.8%

25,000 - 99,999

$2,510,053,000

24.6%

10,000 - 24,999

$1,020,905,000

10.0%

$638,492,000

6.3%

Less than 10,000
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More Urban Libraries
Rely on E-rate Discounts

More urban libraries (66.9 percent
this year, compared with 54.9 percent last year) report applying for
E-rate discounts in FY2010 than
in FY2009. Overall, roughly the
same percentage of libraries applied
this year, on their own or with another organization, as last year (53
percent compared with 52.6 last
year).
For those receiving E-rate discounts, increases were seen in all
discount categories—telecommunications services up 7.8 percent, Internet connectivity up 4.4 percent,
and internal connection costs up a
modest 0.7 percent overall. The
number of urban libraries reporting
E-rate discounts for Internet connectivity rose 10.4 percent from the
previous survey, and the number of
rural libraries receiving E-rate discounts for telecommunications services rose 9.3 percent from the
previous year. Suburban libraries
report modest increases, about 3.8
percent more for Internet connectivity and 5.2 percent more for telecommunications services.

State Libraries Report
Funding Declines

Reduced funding reported by the
Chief Officers of State Library
Agencies (COSLA) in a November
2009 survey also affects public
libraries. Chief Officers in 45 of 50
states and the District of Columbia
(90 percent) responded to the survey.
Twenty-four states reported cuts
in state funding for public libraries
between FY2009 and FY2010. Of
these, nearly half indicated the cuts
were greater than 11 percent—almost four times the number that reported this was the case in the
previous fiscal year. Further:
n Seven states and the District of

FIGURE B-8: AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES
THAT APPLIED FOR AN E-RATE DISCOUNT FY 2010
Applied

59.5%

28.9%

39.8%

37.3%

Another organization
applied on the library’s behalf

7.4%

19.4%

14.4%

15.7%

Did not apply

30.9%

46.9%

41.8%

42.9%

Did not know

2.2%

4.7%

3.9%

4.1%

Overall

Internet Connectivity

70.0%

49.8%

55.4%

54.8%

Telecommunications services

93.6%

83.5%

82.8%

83.8%

Internal connections cost

18.9%

9.4%

8.4%

9.5%

states) have local maintenance of
effort requirements for public
library certification or state aid
funding; about 36 percent of these
(eight states) reported an increase
in local libraries seeking waivers
from this requirement because
they were unable to sustain local
funding levels in the past year. Connecticut and Rhode Island state legislatures made temporary changes
in the requirement to make it easier
for libraries to meet minimum
funding levels to receive state support.
Finally, 13 states reported they
were aware of public library closures due to budgetary reasons in
the previous 12 months.

Conclusion

As libraries do more with even
less, the FY2011 forecast is not
promising. Not only have libraries
reported steady declines in operating revenue but, in some cases, they
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anticipate double-digit declines for
FY2011. Libraries will be treading
carefully in these difficult times,
navigating the economic recovery as
best they can while continuing to
support increased patron demand
for services.
“I’m really at the point now where
none of my choices are painless.
Service is going to deteriorate in
some way,” said Sierra Vista (AZ)
Public Library Director David
Gunckel. With a hiring freeze in
place, the library already has lost 70
staff hours per week compared with
one year ago, and Gunckel expects
longer lines, reduced operating
hours, fewer new materials, and delaying computer replacements beyond five years if anticipated cuts
take effect. z
ENDNOTES
1 Bureau of Labor Statistics. U.S. Department
of Labor. Consumer Price Index – January
2010. http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/
cpi.pdf (last accessed March 11, 2010).
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Columbia provide no state funding.
n Eleven states reported there
has been no change in state funding
between FY2009 and FY2010.
n Three states reported an increase in funding.
For many states, FY2010 cuts exacerbate state funding cuts that were
made between FY2008 and FY2009.
In January 2009, 41 percent of responding states reported declining
state funding for public libraries.
Georgia, for instance, experienced
state funding reductions greater
than 7 percent each year for the past
three fiscal years.
Nearly three-quarters of state
libraries report their agency budgets
have been reduced, further decreasing their ability to support public
libraries. Impacts include smaller
staffs to provide consultation and
continuing education; reduced state
expenditures for library collections,
subscriptions, databases, and new
or replacement equipment; and the
elimination of reciprocal borrowing. These findings are consistent
with a separate survey conducted
by COSLA, which found that 77
percent (31 of 40 respondents)
of state library agencies experienced
a budget cut in the current fiscal
year.
The South Carolina State Library’s budget, for instance, has
been reduced 37 percent since
FY2008. State aid to public libraries
has been reduced from $2.25 per
capita in FY08 to $1.32 in FY2010.
The reduction to state aid in FY2010
was offset by (one-time) American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(ARRA) funds in the amount of
$0.42 per capita. State library agency staff positions are down 23 percent. “With staff numbers
decreasing, programs may have to
be curtailed or eliminated,” according to South Carolina State Library
staff.
About half of respondents (23

FIGURE B-10: AVERAGE PERCENTAGE CHANGE FY 2008 TO 2011 RURAL TOTAL OPERATING
EXPENDITURES
Collections

Salaries (including benefits)

Other Expenditures

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

Local/county

-29.2%

14.7%

-7.8%

-35.9%

4.2%

0.3%

-9.5%

2.1%

0.8%

State

-18.8%

33.8%

-6.2%

-0.3%

1.8%

-2.2%

-6.7%

-0.3%

-5.5%

Federal

-42.2%

94.6%

21.5%

-280.8%

83.0%

-2.1%

7.2%

84.2%

-196.0%

Fees/fines

13.3%

28.8%

19.0%

17.3%

19.0%

1.9%

-23.7%

16.3%

11.6%

Donations/local fund
raising

15.2%

-10.7%

-16.7%

0.4%

-7.3%

-1.8%

6.0%

-0.7%

0.0%

Government grants

10.1%

20.5%

-6.4%

6.5%

34.1%

-17.0%

-15.7%

41.6%

35.5%

Private foundation grants

4.7%

39.2%

17.8%

14.3%

10.3%

-16.6%

-2.7%

15.3%

45.5%

-57.2%

3.0%

-7.8%

-17.7%

-83.2%

-1.8%

-8.4%

-59.3%

-1.7%

Reported average
total change, all
funding sources

Salaries (including benefits)

Collections

Other Expenditures

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

Local/county

4.8%

-17.8%

-1.7%

1.0%

-26.7%

5.4%

2.6%

-14.3%

4.5%

State

-4.2%

47.8%

-2.9%

0.7%

44.6%

-89.8%

-13.4%

23.0%

16.0%

Federal

41.8%

64.5%

-150.2%

5.9%

17.0%

13.2%

-7.6%

64.6%

-9.8%

Fees/fines

-4.9%

-20.7%

-10.0%

10.4%

-17.0%

-1.6%

-5.4%

24.0%

-30.6%

Donations/local fund
raising

1.4%

30.6%

42.1%

7.5%

13.0%

3.1%

-13.0%

6.3%

2.8%

Government grants

-39.6%

90.1%

24.5%

-3.3%

-35.1%

62.3%

-66.1%

40.7%

49.7%

Private foundation grants

19.1%

-2073.6%

-72.9%

10.9%

-757.7%

2.4%

-28.0%

-50.4%

-10.0%

Reported average
total change, all funding
sources

7.9%

-81.9%

-2.4%

3.2%

-97.3%

-1.6%

-2.5%

-51.3%

3.7%
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FIGURE B-12: AVERAGE PERCENTAGE CHANGE FY 2008 TO 2011 URBAN TOTAL OPERATING
EXPENDITURES
Collections

Other Expenditures

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

FY20082009

FY20092010

FY20102011

Local/county

5.1%

14.0%

-1.7%

7.5%

16.2%

-7.0%

0.1%

33.2%

-9.6%

State

4.4%

32.6%

16.8%

8.3%

-44.4%

5.0%

10.6%

-7.4%

20.0%

Federal

25.6%

54.8%

-73.4%

45.4%

-73.7%

-176.5%

19.8%

37.3%

17.1%

Fees/fines

5.3%

43.4%

16.8%

-4.5%

3.2%

1.8%

-3.7%

-80.2%

20.3%

Donations/local fund
raising

14.6%

-1809.2%

72.5%

25.0%

-446.2%

7.3%

11.8%

-399.9%

13.7%

-343.8%

63.5%

-11.8%

-356.3%

50.8%

54.1%

21.7%

20.4%

-18.8%

Private foundation grants

33.3%

-1061.4%

0.4%

14.9%

-172.9%

-80.2%

-0.6%

-261.3%

-6.7%

Reported average
total change, all
funding sources

7.7%

-44.3%

-3.2%

8.8%

-55.8%

-11.3%

4.3%

-29.1%

-9.6%
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August 12, 2010
To:

The Library Board of Trustees

From:

John Stoneberg, Library Director

Subject:
Report of the Library Director
_________________________________________________________________





On July 27, the City Council approved the appointment of Joanne Horan to the
Library Board to replace Katherine Schneider. Welcome, Joanne!
Bill Wilson and Ethel Himmel provided draft detail sheets--products of the Library
strategic planning process day (June 22)—for review by staff on July 20. These
sheets provide detail for the internal strategic planning document. Bill and Ethel
provided the Library Strategic Planning Committee--representatives from the staff,
the Library Board and the public—with a final draft of the library strategic plan for
review on August 4. Bill and Ethel will take feedback and then Bill will present the
final strategic planning document at the Library Board’s August 19 meeting.
The Library planned for a chiller replacement and had funding for it in its 2009
Capital Improvement Plan. Because of the renovation in 2009 and a relatively clean
bill of health at the time for the chiller, it was agreed to put the replacement off until
2010. The existing chiller was purchased slightly used from Cray Research in the
early 1990s. It is an oversized unit for this sized building. This spring, the chiller
was showing signs of the need to be replaced, but seemed alright to last through the
cooling season and be replaced when the cooling season was over. Brian Amundson,
Bob Boecher and Rod Bonesteel all recommended that the Library have an HVAC
study conducted by Michaud Cooley Erickson (MCE), a Minneapolis engineering
firm that the City had used for similar work and the Library did contract with them.
This study would include a recommendation of what kind of chiller the Library
should consider for the replacement.
On Monday morning, July 12, City Building Supervisor Rod Bonesteel reported that
something had happened to the chiller over the weekend and it was already being
looked at. At first, it was thought the severe storm on Sunday, July 11 had been a
likely cause, but then library staff reported that the air conditioning was already out
on Saturday, July 10. Then the storm on Friday night (July 9) was seen as a possible
cause. It turned out that one of the pumps had failed. The pump is an expensive part
--about $16,000. Bob Boecher started working with McQuay right away. Because
we planned to have a new chiller in place in a few months, hopefully by the end of
October, the first option looked at in lieu of a new part was a used one. The concern
with investing in a new part for such a short period of time was not just the cost, but
that the chiller could fail again for some other reason as well. No used part could be
found. The next option considered was renting a temporary chiller. The cost would
be similar to a new part, but have the advantage of a guarantee that the chiller would
be maintained and operating while we replace the old one. Bob Boecher
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recommended we take this option. By 10 AM, Tuesday, July 13, we had put a
purchase order out for a temporary chiller which would be brought up from Madison.
The unit was here by early afternoon on Wednesday, July 14 and installation began.
By Wednesday, the air in the Library was getting hot and humid and temperatures on
the first and second floor were in the high eighties. At around 11 AM, we decided to
close the Library early at 3 PM. The decision to close early came in response to
developing health and safety concerns for customers and staff. Heat indexes were
suppose to reach 100-105 outside in the afternoon. A Minnesota Zoo program slated
for 1:30-3 pm was considered safe to present as scheduled in the Eau Claire Room on
the Library’s cooler lower level. The first one at 10:30 AM was already under way
and was going well for both children and animals especially with the addition of
water and fans. The early closing went smoothly and the media did report on it.
Early that evening, Bob Boecher indicated that the crew working in the temporary
chiller installation seemed on schedule and hoped to turn on the chiller by 9-10 PM so
that the Library could plan to re-open at its regularly scheduled time of 10 a.m. on
Thursday (July 15). Unfortunately, at 6 AM on Thursday, Rod Bonesteel reported to
me that the crew had stopped at 10 PM and still had a couple of hours of wiring to do
begin at 7 AM. Al DeSouza reported the library building temperature at 4 AM had
been 86 degrees. After consulting with McQuay, we decided at 7 AM to hold off
opening the Library on Thursday until 4 PM. At 9 AM, the temporary chiller was
started up and by 4 PM, the temperatures were down to 79 which felt reasonably
comfortable since so much humidity had been removed from the building during the
day. Temperatures were back to a normal 72-75 in the building by Friday morning.





Credit all around should be given to staff, especially front line public desk staff and
those doing involved with the moving of materials, for dealing with the heat,
customers and everything else. Staff was efficient and creative as usual in helping get
the word out to the media, customers and the general public. Youth Services staff
dealt with less than ideal conditions and customers for their program on Wednesday
and their canceled program on Thursday. The custodians, Rod Bonesteel and Bob
Boecher did all they could and more to help get us through the chiller going down,
the heat, fans, water jugs, etc. Together we came up with what seems to be a good,
working resolution for now in quick time.
A HVAC deficiency study was received from MCE on Tuesday, July 13. MCE
recommends a new outdoors 125-ton “net capacity” air-cooled water chiller be
installed to replace the Library’s present 200-ton indoor centrifugal water
chiller/outdoors cooling tower cooling system. City hall has had a similar rooftop
chiller for a few years. Jackie Depa, Bob Boecher and I met with Dan Acker from
MCE on July 19 and the Library is now contracting with MCE to write the chiller
specifications and do the engineering drawings so that hopefully we can go out for
bids and get a new chiller in place by the end of October.
Met with RJS and its sub-contractors on July 15 to review the renovation of the
public restrooms on the first and second floors. That work began on July 19 starting
with the second floor restrooms.
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Kathie Schneider has been chosen as the Wisconsin Library Association (WLA)
Trustee of the Year! Her accomplishment will be recognized at the WLA Conference
awards banquet at the Kalahari Resort & Convention Center in the Wisconsin Dells
on Thursday, November 4. The banquet is from 7-9 PM.

Every year, the Library offers any Board member the opportunity to attend any or all
of the WLA conference including just the banquet. You simply need to follow the
Library travel policy guidelines and you will be reimbursed just like staff. For more
details on the conference: http://www.wla.lib.wi.us/conferences/2010/index.htm
If you have questions on how to submit your request for the conference, please e-mail
or call me.
.
Other highlights from the past month:










Brian Amundson met with Jackie Depa and I on July 7 to review what sidewalk
repairs should be done in the front of the library. It is hoped that these repairs will be
completed by the end of September.
Julie Gast and I met with the Library Board Finance Committee on July 8 to review
the proposed 2011 operating and capital improvement plan budgets.
Chaired a MORE Resource Sharing and Collection Development Committee
teleconference meeting on July 8.
The core planning team developing a cultural plan for Eau Claire had its monthly
meeting at the Children’s Museum of Eau Claire on July 8. Susan Bruce joined me as
the new representative of the Library on the team. Susan replaces Kathie Schneider.
The Good Life Survey sub-committee of the team (which I am on) met on July 21.
Chaired a MORE Executive Committee meeting on July 9 which also served as a
budget hearing for the 2011 MORE budget. The 2011 MORE budget was approved
at the Directors Council meeting on July 23.
There was a planning meeting on July 16 at the Library. Present were: Bess Arneson
(LEPMPL), Melany Bartig (LEPMPL), Susan Bruce (LEPMPL Board), Claire
Couillard (WPR), Dean Kallenbach (WPR), Ben Richgruber (ECRAC), Kathie
Schneider (WPRA Board), John Stoneberg (LEPMPL) and Elaine Wendt (Friends of
the Library). The goal of the meeting was to define and plan an event September 30
in the late-afternoon and evening that would allow major donors and key stakeholders
of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library, the Eau Claire Regional Arts Council
and the Wisconsin Public Radio Association to gather to celebrate the arts and culture
represented by those organizations in this community. The timing is designed to
coincide with the annual retreat of the Wisconsin Public Radio Association Board of
Directors, being held this year at the Ramada in downtown Eau Claire. The goal of
the event is to provide a meaningful touch between board members, key staff and
major donors of the organizations involved, making the assumption that there is a
high affinity among supporters of the key groups. Plans are proceeding.
Met with City Manager Mike Huggins on July 21 to discuss how to integrate the
City’s 2010-12 strategic priorities into the library’s annual operational planning; next
steps in refining the City’s strategic planning process; how to refine a draft
prioritization rating system for City services; and any heads up for Mike about
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potential service reductions/changes in library operations in 2011 and 2012. Mike
has been meeting individually with each city department director.
As MORE Directors Council Chair, I am establishing a MORE RFID Committee that
will begin its work in September with MORE Administrator Gus Falkenberg as
Chair. The plan is for the Committee to report back by March 2011.
I was informed by Mike Carlson at the Leader-Telegram that they will be doing the
retrospective digitization of the newspaper themselves over the next couple of years.
We will continue to be able to provide customers with access to the newspaper’s
archives as a subscription onsite.

From the Management Team & Staff
Assistant Director/Human Resources
The Staff Affairs Committee provided staff with water stations and cold treats when the air
conditioning malfunctioned in mid-July. The Committee members also hosted the annual
staff picnic in July. Paul Marshall-Potter graciously volunteered once again to be grill
master. Staff Affairs will help promote United Way fundraising efforts among library staff
this year, with Mark Troendle serving as the liaison to the City.
In John’s absence, Mark attended the July 26 Friends of the Library meeting, at which Mark
reported Julie Gast’s findings of how much gift revenue the Friends have donated to the
library since 1993. On July 27, he also attended the City Department Heads meeting and the
City Council meeting.
During John Stoneberg’s vacation, Mark was in communication with the renovation site
supervisor regarding construction issues that arose.
MORE staff queried member libraries as to whether a proposed change in how the online
catalog displays certain information would be beneficial or confusing. Specifically, the issue
concerned how search results are displayed when a customer limits their search to a
particular library. At the time this question was posed, if a search was limited to one library,
the results list would only show items owned by that specific library. The proposed change
would list all the libraries in MORE owning that item, but the library that the search was
limited to would be at the top of the results list. Mark surveyed various LEPMPL staff and
the consensus was that this would be a good change. Other libraries in the consortium
concurred. The change went into effect August 2.
Additionally, Mark devoted time in July to reviewing and commenting on the strategic plan
drafts. He has been learning more about the operational details of the security cameras in the
library. Lastly, he has been investigating new options for independent job skills testing of
candidates for select positions.
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Public Relations & Programming (PRPS)
PRPS staff planned and managed three outdoor “mini-concerts” during July. Billed as “Oh,
Those Summer Nights … Music on the River,” the events featured small, local musical
groups in a casual setting on the library’s lawn and included refreshments provided by a local
vendor. Visit Eau Claire and Turk’s Head Coffee House (a new downtown business) were
co-sponsors of the event.
Greendoor Graphics representatives made a presentation to PRPS staff of their initial
proposals for the design of new directional signs throughout the library. Staff will be
working with Greendoor in selecting colors, styles, wording and placement.
Other activities included:
Larry Nickel
 Completed a draft design for maps of the new layout of the library that indicate
locations of the various collections.
 Created signs for the heat-related library closing.
 Continued to work with vendors and IT staff to develop proposals for upgrades to
technology in the Program Room, Board Room and Chippewa Room.
 Reviewed the PRPS portion of the Strategic Planning documents.
Regular tasks included: writing and editing news releases; creating website homepage
banners, book drop signs and PowerPoint slides for the Circulation desk “PR” monitor; and
purchasing supplies, services and equipment as needed.
Melany Bartig
 Worked at two summer outdoor evening concerts.
 Created “Free Concert” sign to attach to outdoor sandwich board sign for summer
concert.
 Created flyers for “Cool Food for Hot Summer Days,” “Raised with Praise” and “The
Vision and the Word.”
 Began collecting information from artists in the Vision and the Word show.
 Updated a Mystery Reader flyer.
Regular tasks included: assisting with set up for library programs, coordinating art show
arrangements, updating mailing lists, publishing event information on Facebook, setting up
for programs and purchasing programming refreshments and supplies.
Kris Jarocki
 Prepared and mailed flyers and posters for the “Music on the River” concert series.
 Prepared and mailed flyers and posters for “Summer’s Bounty” program series.
 Revised and posted new “Adopt a Shelf” signs for Friends.
 Assisted with managing and clean up for one of the “Music on the River” concerts.
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Regular tasks included: maintaining the literature racks and bulletin boards throughout the
library, sending library news releases via e-mail, adding library events to community
calendar websites and the library website calendar, updating mailing and e-mailing lists,
taking photos and publishing them to the website, managing display case use, creating and
laminating signs and printing and folding library newsletters and flyers
Information Technology (IT)
In the month of July, IT Staff completed 36 requests for help from staff, in addition to their
regular duties. In addition to regular duties, here are some highlights by staff member.
Kris Nickel
 Continued to work on the 14 new PCs, purchased via the annual equipment
replacement schedule, and deployed 5. One of those included the CCure security PC.
This PC runs the management software for the door fob system. Successfully
migrated the databases and configuration settings from the old PC without assistance
from PerMar Security, the Library’s security vendor. Worked with Heartland
Business Systems to perform a post-renovation site survey of the Library’s 13
wireless access points. The Library wireless phones, as well as customers' laptops,
attach to these access points for wireless connectivity. Heartland made significant
changes to placement and settings of these devices, which should help with the
sporadic wireless phone problems that have occurred.
Jeff Burns
 Configured and tested donation/eCommerce feature for online catalog (MORE)
 Added new two new databases along with scripting for Barron all-in-one-search
(MORE)
 Turned off online catalog patron registration feature (MORE)
 Ran reports and purged old records from Eau Claire Obits database
 Finished configuration work for eDemocracy forum site (City)
 Upgraded CMS software for Clear Vision website (City)
 Performed troubleshooting of remote access to databases--sent email follow-up to
customers
 Analyzed web stats--kids reading blog sets record of 50 new users!
 Published and sent monthly e-newsletter
 Added Twitter to homepage, tested twitter auto-publishing tool
 Created new newsletter templates for website
Jolene Krimpelbein
 Worked with Youth Services on catalog issues due to MORE changing the catalog
scopes to reflect Children’s separately
 Worked with Circulation to explained why a customer showed up on a collection
report
 Worked with numerous staff on the slowness issue relating to the MORE catalog. A
new MORE server is scheduled to be installed on August 28.
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Ran a list to update customers that were still listed as juveniles but have since become
adults
Explained to Circulation why the fines paid summary was not matching a customer’s
fines paid

Reference Services (RS)
On July 7, Renee Ponzio and Cindy Westphal hosted a workshop on “Proposal Writing
Basics with the Foundation Directory Online” at Banbury Place. Presented by Kief
Schladweiler, Coordinator of Cooperating Collections with the Foundation Center in New
York City, the workshop was attended by 60 participants. The Library is a Foundation
Center Cooperating Collection Network member:
http://www.ecpubliclibrary.info/research/grants-a-nonprofits.html. Renee and Cindy along
with other reference staff spent considerable time preparing for the workshop. There were
many favorable comments from participants about the session. In conjunction with this
workshop, Renee and Cindy also hosted an open lab on July 21 that allowed participants to
access the Foundation Directory Online Professional:
http://www.ecpubliclibrary.info/research/grants-a-nonprofits.html?start=1 Nine attended the
session.
Renee Ponzio and reference staff worked on the display for the 20th anniversary of the
signing of the ADA. The display was mentioned in the paper and there was a good response
by the public to the display.
Travel the World with Club Read, the adult summer reading program, ended on July 31.
Theresa Boetcher and Renee took down the display. This year, 194 customers registered and
completed 334 passports (1,002 books were read or listened to.) For staff, 42 registered
completing 96 passports (288 books were read or listened to.) Names were drawn for prizes
ranging from Chamber Bucks, bags of books, Friends of the Library book bags and more.
Theresa sent out letters to the winning participants.
Cindy updated Author Alert on the Readers Corner page of the library’s website, added links
to titles in the MORE catalog for the 2009 and 2010 Club Read lists and updated Community
Events on the website. During July, Cindy proctored 18 exams for students taking online or
long-distance courses.
Theresa continues to work with the Community Information Database (CID) and statistics for
the month of July included 48 records changed and updated; 2 new records added; and 3
records deleted. She also submitted 25 ILL requests for customers. Kathy Herfel also
continued to update entries in the Community Information database.
Reports of catalog items that have been withdrawn or are missing have been checked for
Bess Arneson and John Stoneberg, looking up number of records for these items and what
formats are owned.
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The number of scanned items sent to customers (all over the world) requesting obituaries
from our microfilm (looked up, copied, scanned and attached to email) totaled 25.
Theresa and David Dial are moving ahead with the city council meetings dubbing project.
Of the 1,153 VHS City Council tapes, 130 DVDs have been dubbed and processed with
further labeling and any record changes that might have been needed.
Theresa researched companies that sell "ear buds" and found a new company that sent two
samples of ear buds. Testing was done and the length of the cord was checked. The cord
needs to be long enough for customer to attach to the CPU and the ear piece can reach their
ears. The length of cord is not usually given in the description of the ear buds. Found one
set that works well and those were purchased.
Isa Small helped prepare for the Foundation seminar by checking the links on the website
and updating the bibliography. She also created an index for the first volume of Eau Claire
and the Valley: Where Rivers Meet and will continue indexing the other volumes. The index
will make the books more useful to desk staff searching for photos of early Eau Claire
residents and businesses.
A Minnesota man came in July and asked David Dial for help with genealogy resources,
specifically the newspaper archives. He related the story that his father had always told: that
his father had been born in Eau Claire and that on the day of his birth the local newspaper
carried a typo on the front page. The man wanted to see if this was true. David was able to
bring up the date, June 13, 1909, on his computer screen using Newspaper Archive. The
front page showed that date as being "Snuday" instead of Sunday and David printed the page
for the customer. The customer was delighted, perhaps as much by the power of the
NewspaperArchive resource as by the typo itself.
Kathy continued working on an inventory of the library’s newspaper microfilm collection.
Kathy also began an inventory of the old AIRS (Area Information and Referral Service) file
cabinets. We no longer need the pamphlets, newsletters, newspaper clippings and other
things contained in the cabinets and Kathy will check to see if any things are worth passing
on to the various clubs or organizations.
Kathy was one of three members of the Genealogical Research Society of Eau Claire
(GRSEC) who taught a genealogy class at the L.E. Phillips Senior Center during the month
of July. Kathy demonstrated the genealogy databases on our library’s website among other
things.
Home Delivery
The Home Delivery customer total stands at 189. One new customer was added to the
program and one person left, no longer needing Home Delivery services. Kathy went to
Heatherwood Assisted Living in July for Reminiscing with the Library. It was attended by 6
residents and she read about the countries of Yemen, Cambodia, Moldova and Iran as well as
the Caribbean Islands.
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Holds and Resource Sharing (HRS) Office
HRS is working on a plan to have the offsite drop boxes cleaned and also on a van driving
plan. There were several vacations during July so everyone in HRS pitched in and helped
where needed and did a great job. Amy Marsh provided feedback on the strategic planning
process.
Safety and Security
Larry Nickel conducted an inventory of video surveillance cameras to determine which units
are due for replacement in the current budget. With this set of replacements, all of the
library’s original 32 cameras will have been replaced over the past 4 years.
Larry developed specifications for fire alarm pull station covers and placed an order for two
additional covers. Once installed, the covers will help prevent unintentional alarms in public
areas. All of the other pull stations in public areas already have covers.
Two bicycles were stolen from the lower level bike rack. After reviewing several recordings,
and with the permission of the library director, Larry was able to provide surveillance camera
video to the police to assist them with their investigation. Recordings showed two juveniles
arrive at the library without bicycles and leave with bikes just before the theft was discovered
by the owners. Once again the bikes were not locked.
Larry continued to develop maps showing the new layout of the library building. These
maps will be adapted to show emergency exit and weather emergency routes.
Routine duties included: Larry produced back-ups of the reports created by the door access
system, reviewed incident reports, modified door access for art shows, book sales and other
events, assigned door fob access for new employees and modified access as needed for
current staff.
Technical Services (TS)
15,228 items added to MORE by LEPMPL since January 1.
13,974 items withdrawn from MORE by LEPMPL since January 1.
Special Projects
DVD donations (220 items) from Hope Gospel added to MORE by LEPMPL.
Large print donations (180 items) added to MORE by LEPMPL (almost complete)
Jackie Hagenbucher
 Withdrew over 2,500 items (July)
 Pulled boxed sets for shelf and location changes and repackage of this collection
 Added prices to items from Circulation price-list project
 Investigated process for movement of squeeze boxes to Circulation from Technical
Services supply
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Jenny Karls
 Cataloged and exported 428 bibliographic records from OCLC database into MORE
 Exported 80 authority records from OCLC authority database into MORE
Jean Nemitz
 Placed over 1,622 orders (July)
 Placed electronic order to W.T. Cox for 234 magazine titles
 Created 3 additional test files for the Millennium Acquisition-to-MUNIS financials
connection (sent to Julie Gast)
 Placed re-orders for audiobooks
 Investigated and resolved, along with Jean Pickerign, errors in reconciliation with
Administration. financial system
 Edited Technical Services turnaround study slips
Teri Oestreich
 Input 1,512 new items (July)
 Supervised the processing workflow of the music CD boxed label set project
(89 sets are repackaged and on the shelves)
 Ran weekly holds report, searched out holds and placed on holds cart
 Ran report to identify items to be pulled from the collection and asked processors to
pull the appropriate items
 Coordinated film fiber-tape purchase with MORE
 Completed investigation of spine label production in Millennium MilCat module.
(There is no equivalent in Millennium to the catalogers’ labels produced through
OCLC Connexion software.)
Jean Pickerign
 Received and invoiced 1,957 items (July)
 Created orders for suggestion for purchase items
 Investigated and resolved, along with Jackie Depa, problems with Amazon.com
invoices, vendor statements
Sharon Price
 Investigated use of SkyRiver bibliographic utility vs. OCLC including
communications with Des Moines Public library (using SkyRiver for 6 months)
 Attended webinar on MARC 21, presented by Deb Fritz
 Continued to review and update documentation for acquisition duties
 Performed trials on documentation for inventory scanning and reporting
 Responded to strategic planning queries
 Cataloged and exported 339 bibliographical records from OCLC database into MORE
 Exported 40 authority records from OCLC authority database into MORE
 Unsuppressed all (90) phonebook bibliographic records
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Donna Swenson
 Continued to edit bibliographic records for music CD boxed set project
 Cataloged and exported 369 bibliographic records from OCLC database into MORE
 Continued updating VHS bibliographic records of City Council meetings to reflect
the change of format to DVD
 Along with Jenny Karls, attended webinar on RDA (Resource Description and
Access) hosted by Minitex
 Exported 3 Authority records from OCLC database into MORE
TS Processors
 Scanned over 11,300 items for inventory in the adult Dewey areas from 000-500
 Processed 1,512 new items plus worked on special projects repackaging
 Lori Jungerberg continued to shelve for Youth Services for 4 hours/week
Youth Services (YS)
The “Got Talent” teen talent showcase was held July 10. There were two categories; band
and miscellaneous. All performers received Chamber Bucks as our thanks for participating.
Dayna Lovell invited one individual performer and one band to perform at the Teen Prize
Auction at the beginning of August. Dayna held a program planning workshop with a few
of the Young Adult Advisory Board (YAAB) members in late July. YAAB has a new
president and the members met to determine what direction they want the young adult
programming to move in during the next year.
Several book discussions were held in July. The teen discussions are called “Pizza & Pages”
and the books discussed in July were The Big Game of Everything by Chris Lynch and Zen
and the Art of Faking It by Jordon Sonnenblick. The upper elementary discussion is called
“MyBook Café” and the titles discussed were Savvy by Ingrid Law and Eleven by Patricia
Reilly Giff. All book discussions are limited to 15 participants and each participant receives
a free paperback copy of the book to keep.
Dayna planned another Wii gaming tournament in July. This time “Guitar Hero: Legends of
Rock III” was the game of choice for 26 teens.
The summer library program wrapped up on August 2. More details and statistics will follow
next month, but I can report that the school trophy competition winners have been decided.
Each year, YS has a small school and large school competition to determine which schools
have the highest percentage of kids finish the reading program. This year, the large school
winner is (once again!) Immaculate Conception and the small school winner is Messiah
Lutheran. Both schools will be presented with a traveling trophy when they return to school
in September.
Jill Patchin and Shelly Collins-Fuerbringer met with Jack Fey to discuss a youth aviation
program we will be offering in September for kids in 5th grade and up. More details are
forthcoming.
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It is that time of year again! Jill has created a back to school display in the entrance to Youth
Services that will hopefully get kids back in the right mindset to begin school in just a few
weeks.
Alisha Green planned our Thursday demonstration programs for school-age kids this
summer. The topics were obviously of interest to a lot of kids and adults because we had full
attendance of 200 or more for several of the programs. The July programs included a
demonstration of live frogs, toads, salamanders and the like by Randy Korb. Underwater
Adventures from the Mall of America came and taught about several varieties of aquatic life
found all along the Mississippi River. The “Polly Ester Pickers” played some American
roots music and taught kids the history and formation of American music. We also had an
Irish dance demonstration in which local dance teacher, Janelle Glenna and some of her
students demonstrated traditional Irish dance steps.
Every summer, we are fortunate to have several teen volunteers help us keep our busy area
running smoothly. The volunteers help with our craft programs, help kids on the computers,
shelve materials, dust and tidy the room, etc. Alisha coordinates the volunteers and made
sure to send thank you letters and certificates of appreciation to all of them.
Circulation
July was consistently busy at the Circulation Desk with over 90,000 items checked out
during this month. The Library was closed in observance of the 4th of July on Monday, July
5. As per usual after a two-day closure, the library was very busy with check-in (5,305
items) and checking out (5,674 items).
The Youth Services programs in July brought in a lot of activity, including multiple visits by
day care groups. These groups almost always checked out items.
Circulation activity continued although the Library was closed during the excessive heat and
air conditioning problem which necessitated closing the library for part of two days.
Curbside bins were emptied every hour as customers returned materials in those locations
when they noted the library was closed.
Andrea Stepanik, circulation page, graduated from UWEC and was offered a library position
at the Brown County Public Library in Green Bay.
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Libraries: Create Adventure
WISCONSIN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCE
NOVEMBER 2-5, 2010, KALAHARI RESORT & CONVENTION CENTER, WISCONSIN
DELLS

GENERAL INFORMATION
• Registration Now Open!
Use our online registration system! You can be billed, pay with a credit card or send a
check later. You'll receive quick email confirmation and a receipt. Login here to get
started:

Online Registration and Payment
for 2010 WLA Annual Conference
Or, print, complete and mail this PDF with your payment.

• Hotel Accommodations
Kalahari Resort & Convention Center
1305 Kalahari Drive
Wisconsin Dells, WI 53965
(877) 254-5466
www.kalahariresort.com
For added convenience, use the Kalahari’s Web Reservations System. Click here to
access WLA's page.
Group ID: 7886
Password: 452
Room Rate: $99.00 plus applicable state and local taxes
applies to Single, Double, Triple and Quad
$20 per person per night with more than four
persons
Deposit policy for individual reservations: One night (plus tax) at the time reservation
is made.
Cancellation policy for individual reservations: 72 hours, or more, prior to arrival to
receive full refund less $25.00 processing fee. Less than 72 hours prior to scheduled
arrival forfeits entire deposit.
• Visit the Wisconsin Library Association Foundation site for available scholarships
that provide financial assistance to attend the conference:
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• www.wla.lib.wi.us/scholarships/CEscholarships.htm
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Wisconsin Library Association

2010 Annual Conference
Libraries: Create Adventure
November 2–5, 2010, Kalahari Resort & Convention Center, Wisconsin Dells
Name (as preferred on nametag) _________________________________________________________________________
(characters not to exceed 30 spaces)

Institution__________________________________________________________________________________________
(characters not to exceed 30 spaces)

Business Address ____________________________________________________________________________________
City ________________________________________________ State ___________ Zip ___________________________
Work phone _________________________________E-mail __________________________________________________

❏

For TDD users, please use the Wisconsin Relay System 1-800-947-3529.

Pre-Conferences:
Magic, Power and Joy of Philanthropy – Embracing and enhancing the role of private gifts in managing your library
❏ The
budget, Tuesday, November 2, 1:00 – 4:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$60.00
to Lead By: Assessing and Building Your Leadership Skills, Tuesday, November 2, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
❏ Lessons
Fee $75.00 entire conference, $50.00 afternoon only (1:00 – 4:00 p.m.); lunch is on your own. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$75.00 $50.00

Pre-Conference Subtotal $ ________

Special Events:
Meet & Mingle with Exhibitors, Tuesday, Nov. 2, 4:00 – 6:00 p.m.
❏ (Opportunity
to also meet the new class of WeLead Protegés). Hors d’oeuvres, no charge; cash bar.
Foundation Fundraiser – Bowling and Boards!, Wednesday, Nov. 3, 8:00 – 11:00 p.m.
❏ WLA
Kalahari Bowling Lanes; includes one drink ticket, snacks, bowling and board games, plus you benet
the Foundation! Cash bar available. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $35.00
of the Circus World Library, Thursday, November 4, 2:00 p.m.
❏ Tour
Bus service included; no charge (rst come, rst served; 50 maximum bus capacity).

Special Events Subtotal $ ________

Conference Registration:
Deadline for early registration: On or before Friday, October 1 (postmark date). Registration after October 15
may be done at the conference. (Refunds for cancelled conference registration will be provided, less a $25
cancellation fee, for all requests received no later than Friday, October 15. No refunds after October 15, 2010.).
FULL

SINGLE DAY: Circle one: Wed Thurs Fri

Early (by 10/1) Advance (by 10/15) Onsite (after 10/15) Early (by 10/1) Advance (by 10/15) Onsite (after 10/15)

Member

$140

$150

$160

$115

$125

$135

Non-Member

$225

$240

$255

$185

$200

$215

Friend/Trustee/Retired

$105

$115

$135

$95

$105

$115

Student

$50

$50

$50

$40

$40

$40

Guest*

$40

$40

$40

$40

$40

$40

Exhibit/Business Meeting only

$10

Conference Registration Subtotal $ ________
*A guest is identied as a conference registrant’s spouse, signicant other or family member; a guest must return a registration form and payment of $40 plus the cost of any meal functions and/or special events. 53

Book Cart Drill Team Registration:

❏

Book Cart Drill Team, Wednesday, Nov. 3, 5:30 – 6:30 p.m.
Here’s an easy way to register your team; check out the rules at www.wla.lib.wi.us/conferences/2010/, then complete the form below
(only the team captain need ll out the form.). Remember to include a signed copy of the rules with your registration form.
Team Name ___________________________________ Representing (library, system, town, etc.)_________________________________
Team Contact Name ______________________________________________ E-Mail _________________________________________
Phone # ____________________________ Number of Participants _________ Number of Book Carts Needed _________

Payment

Meals (must be pre-registered)

Wednesday, November 3

Pre-Conference Subtotal

$ __________

❑ Deluxe Continental Breakfast, 7:00-8:30a.m.. . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00

Special Events Subtotal

$ __________

Conference Registration Subtotal

$ __________

Meals Subtotal

$ __________

*Membership Dues Subtotal

$ __________

YSS Luncheon with Gordon Korman
Select one (includes salad, rolls, dessert and beverage)
❑ Herb Roasted Chicken . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23.00
❑ Roasted Top Sirloin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23.00
❑ Garden Vegetable Burger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22.00

Sandwich Buffet @ the Exhibits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19.00
Includes choice of bread, cheese, ham or turkey, salad,
dessert and beverage

Thursday, November 4
❑ Hot Breakfast Buffet, 7:00-8:30 a.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11.00

WLTF Business Meeting/Luncheon
Select one (includes salad, rolls, dessert and beverage)
❑ African Barbequed Pulled Pork Roast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22.00
❑ Asian Vegetable Fried Rice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22.00
❑ Chicken Parmigiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24.00

OSRT Luncheon with Art Munin
Select one (includes salad, rolls, dessert and beverage)
❑ Sicilian Lasagna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22.00
❑ Fresh Vegetable Lasagna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22.00
❑ Tori Teriyaki (Chicken). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23.00

Sandwich Buffet @ the Exhibits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19.00
Includes choice of bread, cheese, ham or turkey, salad,
dessert and beverage
Awards Banquet
Select one (includes salad, rolls, dessert and beverage)
❑ Chicken Kalahari . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $27.00
❑ Roasted Top Sirloin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $27.00
❑ Portabella Mushroom, Roasted Pepper, Fresh Mozzarella
Napoleon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23.00

Friday, November 5
❑ Deluxe Continental Breakfast, 7:00-8:30a.m.. . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00
President’s Luncheon with Curt Meine
Select one (includes salad, rolls, dessert and beverage)
❑ Cedar Maple Ham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23.00
❑ Herb Roasted Chicken . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23.00
❑ Fresh Vegetable Lasagna . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22.00

Meals Subtotal $ ________

($3 per $1000 of salary; $32 min/$250 max)

TOTAL ENCLOSED

$ _________

Institution Check $_______ Personal Check $_______
Visa
Mastercard
(only Visa or Mastercard are accepted.)

❏

❏

# _____________________________________________
Exp. Date ____________ Security Code ____________
_______________________________________________
Name on Credit Card

_______________________________________________
Credit Card Billing Address

Registration Information
Register one name per form;
registration is required to attend
any function. Call the WLA Ofce
(608-245-3640) for additional
forms or information.
Form also available at www.wla.
lib.wi.us/conferences/2010/general/registration.htm.
Submit one copy. Receipt will
be available by accessing
your member prole at http://
my.memberclicks.com/wla (see
your member ID card for username
and password).
Cancellations received by October
15 will be refunded after the conference, minus a $25 cancellation
fee. No refunds after October 15.
Individual members of library associations of other states and dual
members of WLA/WEMTA may
register at WLA member rates.
*Join by paying dues with your
registration (see subtotals above).
54Libraries with an institutional

membership in WLA may also
send one non-member staff at
member rates.
Registration materials may be
picked up at the conference registration desk.
Room reservations are to be
made directly with the hotel.
See our web address for hotel
information: www.wla.lib.wi.us/
conferences/2010/general/.
Persons needing special accommodations are asked to inform hotel
personnel when making reservations.
Please make checks payable to:
Wisconsin Library Association
Return this form with payment to:
Wisconsin Library Association
4610 South Biltmore Lane,
Suite 100
Madison, WI 53718-2153
Fax (608) 245-3646

LIBRARY BOARD ASSIGNMENTS
August, 2010
OFFICERS:

COMMITTEES:

Susan Bruce, President
Linda Stelter, Vice President
Virginia Wright, Secretary

EXECUTIVE
Bruce (Chair)
Hauser
Stelter
Wisner
Wright

NOMINATING
Lee
Pagonis (Chair)
Stelter
Wisner

DEVELOPMENT AND
ENDOWMENT
Bornick, Sue 1 (ECCF rep.)
Bruce (Chair)
Fraser
Horan
Moore, Emily
Pagonis

PERSONNEL
Hauser
Peters, Dale1 (Asst. City Mgr.)
Wisner (Chair)

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
AWARD
Lee
Moore, Emily
Stoneberg
Wendt, Elaine
Wright (Chair)

PLANNING
Horan
Pagonis
Stelter (Chair)

FINANCE
Hauser (Chair)
Stelter
Wachs

LIAISON
ASSIGNMENTS:

INDIANHEAD FEDERATED
LIBRARY SYSTEM:
CITY COUNCIL:
FRIENDS:

1

Fraser
Wachs
Wright

Non-voting member
NOTE: The current Board President serves as ex officio member on all committees
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
2010 YTD BUDGET REPORT  Operating
For the Period Ended July 30, 2010

OBJ
#
4002
4009
4128
4330
4398
4451
4452
4602
4608
4672
4798
4834
4836
4850
4852
4853
4858
4898
5152

ACCOUNT NAME
PUBLIC LIBRARY REVENUE
General Property Tax‐City
Prop Tax‐Post 2005 Debt
Federal Aid‐Other
Library Fines & Miscellaneous Revenue
Other Penalties (Collection Agency)
Electronic Copy Revenue
Copier Revenue
Service to Eau Claire County
Indianhead Library System
Service Charge‐Other (Fairchild)
Misc Service Revenues (Act 150)
Book Bag Sales
Misc Grant Revenue
Gift Revenue
Misc Reimbursements‐Lost Items
Energy Improvement Rebate
Refund of Prior Years Expense
Miscellaneous Revenue
Sale of Capital Assets

2010
ESTIMATED
REVENUE
$

$
5590
5580

Fund Balance Used for CIP
Working Capital Applied
TOTAL REVENUE

$

2,793,400.00
40,100.00
2,000.00
120,000.00
2,200.00
2,400.00
2,800.00
533,300.00
118,900.00
2,200.00
235,400.00
200.00
15,000.00
16,000.00
15,000.00
‐
‐
5,000.00
200.00
3,904,100.00
‐
87,000.00
3,991,100.00

ACTUAL
YTD
REVENUE
$

$

$

56

2,793,400.00
40,100.00
‐
66,179.91
1,460.35
1,517.15
1,835.55
266,482.00
26,283.72
550.00
235,394.43
549.08
12,458.64
24,452.90
9,190.22
‐
1,232.85
3,064.94
‐
3,484,151.74
‐
3,484,151.74

RE‐
CEIVABLE
$

$

$

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

REMAINING
UNCOLLECTED
$

$

$

‐
‐
2,000.00
53,820.09
739.65
882.85
964.45
266,818.00
92,616.28
1,650.00
5.57
(349.08)
2,541.36
(8,452.90)
5,809.78
‐
(1,232.85)
1,935.06
200.00
419,948.26
‐
87,000.00
506,948.26

%
COLLECTED
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
55.1%
66.4%
63.2%
65.6%
50.0%
22.1%
25.0%
100.0%
274.5%
83.1%
152.8%
61.3%
n/a
n/a
61.3%
0.0%
89.2%
n/a
0.0%
87.3%

OBJ
#
6010
6020
6030
6040
6043
6047
6099
6108
6110
6112
6116
6120
6122
6128
6138
6150
6160
6162
6198
6202
6208
6210
6252
6254
6308
6350
6398
6402
6410
6411
6412
6413
6414
6415
6490
6495
6496
6498
6790
6802
7020
7044

ACCOUNT NAME
PUBLIC LIBRARY EXPENDITURE
Payroll Wages
P/R Overtime
Special Pays
Employer Paid Benefits
Health insurance‐Employer
Health insurance Deductible
Misc. Reimbursements
Unemployment Compensation
Postage & Shipping
Computer Service Charges
Binding
Auditing
Cataloging
Repairs to Tools & Equip
Equipment Rental
Special Services
Staff Training/Conference
Membership Dues
Miscellaneous Contractual
Electricity
Gas Service
Telephones
Water Service
Sewer Service
Special Assessments
Liability & Property Insurance
Insurance Claims Reimbursement
Office, AV, Library Supplies
Periodicals
Pamphlets
Books‐Adult
Books‐Juvenile
Non‐print Materials
Lost/Damaged Collection Materials
Equipment Purchases < $5000
Grant Expenditures
Gift Expenditures
Other Materials & Supplies
Refunds & Reimbursements
Capital Purchases
Transfer to Debt Service
Transfer to Library Capital Projects

ACTUAL
YTD
EXPENDED

2010
APPROP.
$

$

1,720,400.00
‐
31,400.00
325,100.00
383,000.00
38,000.00
‐
17,600.00
22,000.00
113,100.00
1,000.00
2,500.00
34,400.00
6,300.00
7,400.00
56,700.00
22,000.00
3,700.00
90,900.00
75,100.00
20,000.00
10,000.00
2,000.00
2,200.00
600.00
31,000.00
‐
79,700.00
19,300.00
200.00
186,900.00
75,800.00
61,800.00
15,000.00
78,500.00
15,000.00
16,000.00
4,400.00
10,400.00
8,000.00
40,100.00
106,000.00
3,733,500.00

$

$57

904,496.60
‐
14,085.84
166,637.86
179,608.14
12,592.70
386.32
2,712.00
8,663.12
90,940.65
1,054.56
1,779.72
550.00
2,604.87
2,942.20
12,927.00
15,256.15
1,068.00
39,969.72
33,982.83
12,650.55
8,873.61
641.02
611.49
694.81
15,499.98
‐
35,970.68
5,834.87
‐
87,832.67
34,818.36
36,357.26
4,006.83
52,479.51
‐
18,535.35
1,537.37
10,294.66
4,735.63
‐
106,000.00
1,929,632.93

ENCUM‐
BRANCES

AVAIL.
BUDGET
$

14,531.25

359.78
50.00
21,046.25

5,939.59

1,360.00

$

43,286.87

$

815,903.40
‐
17,314.16
158,462.14
203,391.86
25,407.30
(386.32)
14,888.00
13,336.88
7,628.10
(54.56)
720.28
33,850.00
3,695.13
4,098.02
43,773.00
6,693.85
2,632.00
29,884.03
41,117.17
7,349.45
1,126.39
1,358.98
1,588.51
(94.81)
15,500.02
‐
37,789.73
13,465.13
200.00
99,067.33
40,981.64
25,442.74
10,993.17
26,020.49
15,000.00
(3,895.35)
2,862.63
105.34
3,264.37
40,100.00
‐
1,760,580.20

%
USED
52.6%
n/a
44.9%
51.3%
46.9%
33.1%
n/a
15.4%
39.4%
93.3%
105.5%
71.2%
1.6%
41.3%
44.6%
22.8%
69.6%
28.9%
67.1%
45.3%
63.3%
88.7%
32.1%
27.8%
115.8%
50.0%
n/a
52.6%
30.2%
0.0%
47.0%
45.9%
58.8%
26.7%
66.9%
0.0%
124.3%
34.9%
99.0%
59.2%
0.0%
100.0%
52.8%

OBJ
#
6010
6020
6030
6040
6043
6047
6108
6128
6130
6138
6144
6150
6214
6256
6340
6460
6464

ACCOUNT NAME
LIB BLDG MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE
Payroll Wages
Payroll Overtime
Special Pays
Employer Paid Benefits
Health Ins (ER)
Health Insurance Deductible
Unemployment Compensation
Repairs to Tools & Equipment
Repairs to Buildings
Equipment Rental
Laundry & Dry Cleaning
Special Services
Garbage Service
Stormwater Charges
Implementation Reserves
Repair Part & Supplies
Building Materials & Janitorial Supplies

TOTAL EXPENSES

2010
APPROP.
$

$

127,800.00
16,900.00
1,300.00
26,300.00
41,100.00
2,700.00
‐
200.00
20,600.00
100.00
200.00
8,300.00
2,100.00
400.00
400.00
1,100.00
8,100.00
257,600.00

$

3,991,100.00

YTD
APPROP.
$

ENCUM‐
APPROP.

AVAIL.
APPROP.

$

56,224.70
6,342.69
1,336.91
11,387.48
17,294.10
1,350.00
815.99
‐
13,427.17
195.00
‐
4,304.73
2,654.71
446.14
‐
218.69
5,271.37
121,269.68

$

666.35
3,467.67

$

$

2,050,902.61

$

46,754.54

$

58

$

342.30

2,459.02

71,575.30
10,557.31
(36.91)
14,912.52
23,805.90
1,350.00
(815.99)
200.00
6,830.53
(95.00)
200.00
1,536.25
(554.71)
(46.14)
400.00
881.31
2,162.28
132,862.65

1,893,442.85

%
APPROP.
44.0%
37.5%
102.8%
43.3%
42.1%
50.0%
n/a
0.0%
66.8%
195.0%
n/a
81.5%
126.4%
111.5%
n/a
19.9%
73.3%
48.4%

52.6%

LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
LTD CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BUDGET REPORT
For the Period Ended July 30, 2010

OBJ
#
4802
5114

ACCOUNT NAME
LIBRARY CIP FUND  REVENUE
Interest‐Pooled Investments
Tsf from Library

$
$
$

‐
‐
‐

ENCUM‐
BRANCES

AVAILABLE
BUDGET

$
$
$

213,130.00
1,833,900.00
2,047,030.00

$
$
$

‐
‐
‐

$
$
$

%
USED

(213,130.00)
(1,833,900.00)
(2,047,030.00)

6810

LIBRARY BLDG IMPROVEMENT
Capital Costs (2006 and previous years)

$

892,800.00

$

716,109.38

$

‐

$

176,690.62

80.2%

6802

TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE
Capital Purchases

$

1,024,100.00

$

979,706.78

$

‐

$

44,393.22

95.7%

4178
4818
4850
4852
5590

LIBRARY BUILDING EXPANSION
State Aid‐Bldg Commission Grant
Other Interest
Gifts & Donation
Misc Reimbursements & Refund
Fund Balance Used for CIP
Total Revenue

$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
23,600.00
1,020,700.00
1,200.00
700,000.00
1,745,500.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

125,000.00
46,317.43
975,103.48
35,177.00
‐
1,181,597.91

$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

$
$
$
$
$
$

(125,000.00)
(22,717.43)
45,596.52
(33,977.00)
700,000.00
563,902.09

6010
6040
6810

P/R Wages
Benefits
Capital Costs

$
$
$
$

‐
‐
1,745,500.00
1,745,500.00

$
$
$
$

30,997.31
3,887.34
1,552,763.94
1,587,648.59

$
$
$
$

‐
‐
59,207.14
59,207.14

$
$
$
$

(30,997.31)
(3,887.34)
133,528.92
98,644.27

91.0%

$

675,800.00

$

104,531.33

$

77,056.71

$

494,211.96

26.9%

$

4,338,200.00

$

3,387,996.08

$

136,263.85

$

813,940.07

81.2%

Total Expense

6810

LIBRARY BLDG IMPROVEMENT
Capital Costs (2007‐2010)

TOTAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN EXPENSE
jg

ACTUAL
SINCE INCEPTION
EXPENDED

CURRENT
APPROP.
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Warrant Report for 070210L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212668 JUV BKS ADULT BKS

024507119208

$62.72

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212668 NONPRINT

188972110708

$75.96

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

212669 ALA-STELTER

NONE1027

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

212670 ALA-WRIGHT

NONE1027LL

$85.00

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

212670 ALA-BRUCE

NONE1027L

$109.00

AT&T

212671 MO SVC EC JUN-JULY

NONE1027

$296.31

BADGERLAND PRINTING USA INC

212672 SUPPLIES

00022610L

$110.00

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23409140

$10.18

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23409142

$10.76

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23401900

$13.48

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23648217

$14.23

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23409141

$17.99

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

V15114140

$19.40

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23648214

$21.56

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23671320

$25.16

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23648211

$28.76

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23648213

$28.76

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 IFLS NONPRINT

I23648210

$28.78

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23375830

$38.13

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23320460

$43.19

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23218680

$46.76

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23648215

$59.71

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23648212

$102.15

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23648216

$107.95

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 FRNDS VID TO DVD

I23740031

$205.67

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 FRNDS VID TO DVD

I23740030

$209.86

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212673 NONPRINT

I23401901

$273.24

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

212674 FRNDS YS PRZ/INCENTIVES

173863C

$6.48

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

212674 JUV BKS

174534C

$10.38

BRODART INC

212675 CHAIR REPLACEMENTS

127555

CDW-G CORPORATE OFFICE

212676 SUPPLIES

SXX7083

$289.36

DICK BLICK

212677 SUPPLIES

8583590

$35.12

DRIP INVESTOR

212678 DRIP INVESTOR

NONE1027

$74.00

EAU CLAIRE CHAMBER OF COMMERC 212679 FMLA TROENDLE

1064308

$49.00

EO JOHNSON CO INC

212680 SUPPLIES

ARIN231063

GALE RESEARCH INC

212681 ADULT BKS

16814274

60

$109.00

$2,381.76

$406.13
$1,099.55

Warrant Report for 070210L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

GALE RESEARCH INC

212681 ADULT BKS

16814260

$1,457.70

HAMMOND COMMUNITY LIBRARY

212682 LOST ITEM RFND-ADULT NPRT

LIBRFND1027

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC

212683 FRNDS MAIL FEE-NEWSLTR

20992

$198.01

LEONARD, SHANE MATTHEW

212684 YS PROGRAM 7/15

NONE1027

$100.00

MEGA

212685 FRNDS PRGRM RFRSHMNTS

325346

MINNESOTA ZOOMOBILE

212686 YS PROGRAM 7/14

NONE1027

RECORDED BOOKS INC

212687 NONPRINT

4906060

$43.76

RECORDED BOOKS INC

212687 L&D NONPRINT

4906427

$69.45

RECORDED BOOKS INC

212687 NONPRINT

4906379

$74.58

RECORDED BOOKS INC

212687 NONPRINT

4905336

$105.18

RECORDED BOOKS INC

212687 NONPRINT

4907801

$105.18

REFUND-LIBRARY

212688 JUV BKS

RICHARDS, BRIAN

212689 YS PROGRAM 7/7

NONE1027

$375.00

TIBBETS UPHOLSTERY

212690 APPROP REUPHOLSTERY

NONE1027

$415.00

WESTON WOODS STUDIOS

212691 NONPRINT

3362514

WI DEPT OF ADMINISTRATION

212692 STS MAY

NONE1027L

$506.35

WI DEPT OF ADMINISTRATION

212692 STS APRIL

NONE1027

$579.30

$25.00

$24.46
$480.00

$19.95

$65.95

$11,150.36

61

Warrant Report for 070910L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

AT&T

212693 CELL PHONES JUN-JUL

NONE1028

$39.62

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 NONPRINT

2024790547

$57.69

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 JUV BKS

2024773500

$59.07

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 ADULT BKS

2024787401

$158.20

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 JUV BKS

2024786597

$179.74

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 JUV BKS

2024787397

$202.59

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 ADULT BKS GIFT BKMRKS

2024791044

$212.76

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 ADULT BKS

2024790353

$215.62

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 JUV BKS

2024786978

$260.05

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 JUV BKS

2024790396

$293.88

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 ADULT BKS

2024810759

$328.06

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 ADULT BKS

2024786979

$354.00

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212694 ADULT BKS GIFT BKMRKS

2024774610

$1,353.99

BALDINGER, WENDY

212695 YS PROGRAM 7/21

NONE1028

FLEET CREDIT CARD SERVICES

212696 NOTEPADS PENCILS

NONE1028LLL

$18.96

FLEET CREDIT CARD SERVICES

212696 LATEX GLOVES SHOE COVERS

NONE1028LLL

$29.37

FLEET CREDIT CARD SERVICES

212696 DISHWASHER REPAIR

NONE1028LL

$32.36

FLEET CREDIT CARD SERVICES

212696 POSTER

NONE1028LLL

$43.92

FLEET CREDIT CARD SERVICES

212696 EC ROOM FLAG

NONE1028

$48.46

FLEET CREDIT CARD SERVICES

212696 COAT RACK

NONE1028LLL

$189.74

FLEET CREDIT CARD SERVICES

212696 SUPPLIES

NONE1028LLL

$469.97

GROUP HEALTH CO-OP

212697 RETIREES AUGUST

NONE1028L

$2,521.48

GROUP HEALTH CO-OP

212697 ACTIVES AUGUST

NONE1028

$29,899.64

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC

212698 MAIL FEE FRDS ACKNLDG

21005

$120.03

MEGA

212699 TS DISTILLED WATER

323830

$15.30

MEGA

212699 REF FOUNDATION DIR WKSHP

323841

$40.70

MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE INS

212700 AUGUST

NONE1028

$800.99

NATL INST GOVERNMENTAL PURCHA 212701 NATL INST GOV PURCHSING

NONE1028

$330.00

RECORDED BOOKS INC

212702 L&D NONPRINT

4906275

SEA LIFE MINNESOTA INC

212703 YS PROGRAM 7/8

NONE1028

$650.00

$1.50
$251.00

$39,178.69
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Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

ALTOONA PUBLIC LIBRARY

212704 LOST ITEM RFND - ADULT BK

LIBRFND1029

$12.99

ALTOONA PUBLIC LIBRARY

212704 LOST ITEM RFND - ADULT BK

LIBRFND1029L

$12.99

ALTOONA PUBLIC LIBRARY

212704 LOST ITEM RFND - ADULT BK

LIBRFND1029L

$25.00

AMERICAN BOOK RETURNS

212705 BOOKDROPS

11852

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212706 JUV BKS NONPRINT

2024814081

$56.98

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212706 JUV BKS

2024791345

$78.46

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212706 JUV BKS NONPRINT

2024806158

$87.29

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212706 JUV BKS

2024809501

$99.02

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212706 JUV BKS

2024795412

$172.82

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212706 ADULT BKS NONPRINT

2024806183

$186.94

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212706 JUV BKS

2024795546

$198.13

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212706 ADULT BKS GIFT BKMRKS

2024795343

$246.28

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212706 JUV BKS ADULT BKS

2024810731

$397.12

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212706 ADULT BKS GIFT BKMRKS

2024814041

$412.60

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212706 ADULT BKS NONPRINT

2024805233

$520.29

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

212707 JUV BKS

178717C

$77.51

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

212707 JUV BKS

177029C

$158.36

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY

212708 LOST ITEM RFND - ADULT BKS

LIBRFND1029L

$3.00

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY

212708 LOST ITEM RFND - JUV BKS

LIBRFND1029

$15.00

COLLINS-FUERBRINGER, MICHELLE

212709 YS PVC,PAINTERS MASKS

NONE1029

$28.76

CRYSTAL TECH

212710 WEB HOSTING CREDIT

NONE1029

$-73.90

CRYSTAL TECH

212710 WEB HOSTING JUL-SEPT

1862340

$149.85

DELL MARKETING L P

212711 REPLACEMENT COMPUTER EQ

XDX748MF9

$1,025.60

DELL MARKETING L P

212711 REPLACEMENT COMPUTER EQ

XDX8T7RK4

$18,433.66

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC

212712 JUNE POSTAGE/MAIL FEE

NONE1029

MENOMONIE PUBLIC LIBRARY

212713 LOST ITEM RFND - ADULT MAG

LIBRFND1029L

$8.99

MENOMONIE PUBLIC LIBRARY

212713 LOST ITEM RFND - ADULT BK

LIBRFND1029L

$24.95

MENOMONIE PUBLIC LIBRARY

212713 LOST ITEM RFND - ADULT NPRT

LIBRFND1029

$34.99

MIDWEST TAPE

212714 NONPRINT

2228788

$83.16

OFFICE DEPOT

212715 SUPPLIES

904585

$492.54

OSCEOLA PUBLIC LIBRARY

212716 LOST ITEM RFND - ADULT BK

LIBRFND1029

REITZ, JEFFREY D

212717 PROGRAMS 7/13 AND 19

NONE1029

$400.00

199423

$483.30

UNIQUE MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC212718 COLLECTION AGENCY JUNE

$4,824.00

$1,396.39

$6.99

$30,080.06
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Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

1100 INC

212744 SOUND SYSTEM

NONE1030

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 ADULT BKS

248610210998

$9.99

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 JUV BKS

193988694409

$11.98

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 NONPRINT

193986156549

$16.97

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 FRNDS VID TO DVD

184019851885

$17.99

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 NONPRINT

026178545724

$18.98

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 NONPRINT

026179285189

$18.98

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 ADULT BKS

184013327525

$19.95

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 ADULT BKS

211563205723

$19.95

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 NONPRINT

203236873379

$19.95

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 NONPRINT

143015675307

$22.93

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 ADULT BKS

048477780756

$28.72

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 NONPRINT

142033587572

$31.59

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 ADULT BKS JUV BKS

262655797037

$31.96

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 NONPRINT

057386573148

$35.04

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 ADULT BKS

152616209101

$39.95

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 IFLS NONPRINT

038456969243

$48.11

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 FRNDS VID TO DVD

165366999371

$63.92

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 FRNDS VID TO DVD

165361321821

$74.44

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212719 NONPRINT IFLS NONPRINT

193980970438

$149.97

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

212720 ADULT BKS

19542940

$121.00

AT&T

212721 PHONEBOOK LISTINGS

NONE1030

$57.50

AT&T

212722 MO SVC IFLS 800 JUNE

2049350799

$12.34

AT&T

212722 MO SVC TNS JUNE

2149107183

$71.77

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I23972080

$9.35

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I23822241

$11.89

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I24549270

$14.39

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I23822240

$14.98

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

V15870460

$14.98

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I24713751

$15.83

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I24598701

$19.52

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I24056671

$20.13

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I23880880

$21.56

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I24056672

$21.56

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I24215840

$21.56

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I24056670

$22.06
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Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I24598700

$28.76

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 ADULT BKS

2024835520

$61.02

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I23822231

$112.35

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 NONPRINT

I23822230

$155.66

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 ADULT BKS

2024814596

$206.44

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 GIFT BKMRKS NONPRINT

I24713750

$236.97

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 ADULT BKS

2024833691

$288.56

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 ADULT BKS

5010902668

$419.98

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212723 JUV BKS NONPRINT

2024832063

$552.48

BALSAM LAKE PUBLIC LIBRARY

212724 LOST ITEM RFND-ADULT BK

LIBRFND1030

$5.00

BARRON PUBLIC LIBRARY

212725 LOST ITEM RFND-ADULT BK

LIBRFND1030

$2.00

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

212726 JUV BKS YS PRZS

179881C

CITY OF EAU CLAIRE

212727 AUDIT HLTH DEDUCT

113484

DEMCO INC

212728 SUPPLIES

3883095

DRESSER PUBLIC LIBRARY

212729 LOST ITEM RFND - ADULT BK

LIBRFND1030

EO JOHNSON CO INC

212730 1ST FLR SVC K 3Q

CNIN429610

EO JOHNSON CO INC

212731 ADM COPIER AUG-SEPT

28346734

$319.77

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16841395

$28.88

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16831216

$44.93

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16833428

$46.43

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16831959

$48.68

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16829883

$58.40

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16830603

$62.28

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16830271

$71.18

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16849024

$94.48

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16850196

$129.73

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16849161

$144.72

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16848204

$177.72

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16847610

$228.71

GALE RESEARCH INC

212732 ADULT BKS

16833834

$254.58

HUDSON PUBLIC LIBRARY

212733 LOST ITEM RFND-ADULT BK

LIBRFND1030

INFORMATION TODAY INC

212734 ADULT BKS

1306254B1

$225.05

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC

212735 POSTAGE SUMMER CONCERT

21174

$223.90

LEXISNEXIS MATTHEW BENDER

212736 ADULT BKS

04068300

LOGISTECH INC

212737 ADULT BKS

128447

$85.78

LOGISTECH INC

212737 ADULT BKS

128343

$117.76
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$5.00
$24.75

$31.00
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Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #
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MARIS ASSOCIATES

212738 ADULT BKS NONPRINT

4218

$110.65

MEGA

212739 FRNDS PRGRM RFRSHMNTS

327673

$10.53

MEGA

212739 FRNDS PRGRM RFRSHMNTS

322059

$54.48

RECORDED BOOKS INC

212740 NONPRINT

4853042

$82.87

REGENT BOOK CO

212741 ADULT BKS

40779

$36.09

RIVER FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY

212742 LOST ITEM RFND-ADULT BK

LIBRFND1030

SIMON, WILLIAM

212743 PROGRAM 7/28

NONE1030

TANTOR MEDIA

212745 NONPRINT

33917

$43.19

TANTOR MEDIA

212745 NONPRINT

33916

$50.39

TANTOR MEDIA

212745 NONPRINT

33919

$85.18

TANTOR MEDIA

212745 NONPRINT

33965

$178.76

TANTOR MEDIA

212745 NONPRINT

33969

$288.53

VALUE LINE PUBLISHING INC

212746 VL INVESTMENT SURVEY

3988647

$798.00

XCEL ENERGY

212747 JUNE-JULY

245479962

$5.00
$250.00

$7,559.09

$22,488.75
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Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 NONPRINT

155682638900

$15.69

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 NONPRINT

209908122405

$15.82

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 JUV BKS

142206800764

$22.18

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 NONPRINT

015316812457

$35.49

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 NONPRINT

007435378249

$37.98

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 JUV BKS

177202108701

$38.96

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 NONPRINT

155683890687

$41.48

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 ADULT BKS NONPRINT

211150028326

$47.35

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 JUV BKS

142200433192

$52.06

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 NONPRINT ADULT BKS

007557683693

$62.25

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 NONPRINT

209902449836

$65.89

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 NONPRINT ADULT BKS

177648610358

$69.93

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 IFLS NONPRINT

059854831028

$74.72

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 ADULT BKS JUV BKS

203234665670

$80.33

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 NONPRINT

209903475218

$124.75

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 IFLS NONPRINT

038458345772

$157.49

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 GIFT BKMRKS

145983430056

$245.06

AMAZON.COM CREDIT

212748 JUV BKS

033298417165

$296.93

AT&T

212749 JUL-AUG

NONE1031

$296.31

BADGERLAND PRINTING USA INC

212750 SLP PRINTING BABIES FLDR

00022764

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 JUV BKS

0002015644

$-10.06

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 JUV BKS

0002017480

$-9.51

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25516623

$10.79

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25086082

$11.03

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I24835580

$12.73

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I24835582

$12.73

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I24759590

$12.74

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I24992680

$13.48

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I24992681

$13.48

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

V16504500

$14.23

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I24992683

$17.96

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25516624

$17.99

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25250581

$20.99

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I24835583

$21.59

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

V16504501

$21.59

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

V17265930

$24.46
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Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #
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BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25162561

$28.74

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25516620

$28.76

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I24835581

$28.78

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25516621

$35.96

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I24639740

$43.18

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25250582

$51.77

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25141951

$53.91

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25250580

$53.95

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25334820

$53.97

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25250571

$55.35

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I24992682

$61.15

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25162560

$64.68

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25516622

$71.25

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25086080

$85.18

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I24759591

$111.55

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25250570

$118.29

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25162562

$136.68

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 JUV BKS NONPRINT

2024839360

$138.00

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 ADULT BKS

5010925491

$147.48

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25086081

$169.75

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 JUV BKS NONPRINT

2024843493

$220.19

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 ADULT BKS

2024839668

$292.45

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 JUV BKS NONPRINT

2024857272

$298.96

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 ADULT BKS GIFT BKMRKS

2024839373

$321.18

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 ADULT BKS GIFT BKMRKS

2024842480

$326.62

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 NONPRINT

I25141950

$358.27

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 ADULT BKS

2024843175

$446.15

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

212751 ADULT BKS

2024853903

$765.13

BALDINGER, WENDY

212752 NONPRINT

NONE1031

$40.00

BLACKSTONE AUDIO INC

212753 NONPRINT

539802

$24.50

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

212754 JUV BKS

187026C

$56.42

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

212754 JUV BKS

185662C

$61.01

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

212754 JUV BKS

182084C

$66.24

BRILLIANCE AUDIO INC

212755 NONPRINT

IN0558417

$228.70

BRODART INC

212756 SUPPLIES

131879

$392.16

CITY OF EAU CLAIRE

212757 MUNIS AUDITORS VOIP

113588

$6,162.78
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Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

CRIMSON MULTIMEDIA DIST INC

212758 NONPRINT

16947A

DISCOUNT SCHOOL SUPPLY

212759 SUPPLIES

D12522140001

Amount
$178.24
$19.48

EAU CLAIRE CHAMBER OF COMMERC 212760 CLUB READ PRIZES

NONE1031

EO JOHNSON CO INC

212761 ADM COPIER SVC APR-JUL

CNIN430395

$50.71

FLEET CREDIT CARD SERVICES

212762 NONPRINT

NONE1031

$24.29

FLEET CREDIT CARD SERVICES

212762 ADULT BKS

NONE1031LL

$50.00

FLEET CREDIT CARD SERVICES

212762 PULL STATION COVERS

NONE1031L

$202.34

GALE RESEARCH INC

212763 ADULT BKS

16852800

$46.49

GALE RESEARCH INC

212763 ADULT BKS

16852682

$47.24

HABLE, STAS

212764 FRNDS YS PRZ/INCENTIVES

NONE1031

$150.00

LOGISTECH INC

212765 ADULT BKS

128556

$149.55

MEGA

212766 FRNDS PRGRM RFRSHMNTS

322053

$9.19

MOVIE LICENSING USA

212767 PUBLIC PERFORMANCE RIGHT

1461301

MYERS, ANASTASIA R

212768 FRNDS YS PRZ/INCENTIVES

NONE1031

NET TEL COMMUNICATIONS

212769 CABLING

100630C

PAPA JOHNS

212770 PRGRAM REFRESHMENTS

NONE1031

PEPIN PUBLIC LIBRARY

212771 LOST ITEM RFND-ADULT BK

LIBRFND1031

$6.99

PHILLIPS PUBLIC LIBRARY

212772 LOST ITEM RFND

LIBRFND1031

$19.99

PLUM CITY PUBLIC LIBRARY

212773 LOST ITEM RFND JUV NPRT

LIBRNFD1031

$22.00

RECORDED BOOKS INC

212774 NONPRINT

4906064

$43.76

REFUND-LIBRARY

212775 LOST ITEM LESS FINE

LIBRFND1031L

$10.98

REFUND-LIBRARY

212776 LOST ITEM RFND LESS FINE

LIBRFND1031

$10.99

REFUND-LIBRARY

212777 ADULT BKS

NONE1031LLL

$18.94

REFUND-LIBRARY

212778 LOST ITEM RFND LESS FINE

LIBRFND1031L

$23.00

REFUND-LIBRARY

212779 LOST ITEM RFND LESS FINE

LIBRFND1031L

$26.25

REFUND-LIBRARY

212780 LOST ITEM RFND LESS FINE

NONE1031LL

$30.00

SOMERSET PUBLIC LIBRARY

212781 LOST ITEM RFND

LIBRFND1031

$5.00

TANTOR MEDIA

212782 NONPRINT

34228

$47.99

UIHLEIN/WILSON ARCHITECTS

212783 ARCHITECH BATHRMS PARTL

13134

$260.00

UIHLEIN/WILSON ARCHITECTS

212783 ARCHITECH BATHRMS PARTL

13101

$1,560.00

US GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 212784 021194-6 DEPOSIT

NONE1031

$400.00

$1,200.00
$50.00
$165.80
$30.00

$500.00

$19,963.25
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CUSTODIAL OPERATING BUDGET
VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
Various
Salaries & wages, overtime, spec. pay
Various
WRS, SS, life, disability
Various
Health insurance, deductible
Elan
Procurement card charge
McQuay Service
Library chiller spring
McQuay Service
Library chiller service
Hovlands Inc
HVAC repair
Traci's Green Interiors
Plant rental
Wil Kil Pest Control
Pest control services
Braun Thyssenkrupp
Elevator Service
Braun Thyssenkrupp
Elevator Service
Waste Management
Rubbish, garbage and recycling
Waste Management
Rubbish, garbage and recycling
NEI Northern Electric
Repair, light fixtures
Dalco
Repair, light fixtures, supplies
Dalco
Repair, light fixtures, supplies
Viking Electric Supply
Parts, electrical
Menards West
Building materials
G&K Services
Rental, coveralls, mats, mops,

AMOUNT
$ 11,455.42
2,046.93
2,952.33
8.63
1,786.00
886.91
166.50
287.90
30.00
533.74
177.94
381.88
380.83
50.18
146.85
47.55
82.80
215.47
186.20
$ 21,824.06

LIBRARY OPERATING BUDGET
VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
Various
Salaries & wages, shift prem, longevity
Various
WRS, FICA, life insurance, EAP
City of Eau Claire
Pooled insurance‐prop,liab,etc.

AMOUNT
$ 207,453.08
37,529.89
2,583.33
$ 247,566.30

LIBRARY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
Various
Salaries & wages, shift prem, longevity
Various
WRS, FICA, life insurance, EAP
Uihlein/Wilson Architects
Bathrooms, partial
Uihlein/Wilson Architects
Bathrooms, partial
Fleet Business Svcs
Pull station covers

AMOUNT
$
136.42
25.36
1,560.00
260.00
202.34
$

jg
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2,184.12

LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Statistical Report  July

2008

2009

2010

Chng.
Prev. Yr.

1,451
1,157

n/a
n/a

1,844
1,554

AVERAGE ADJUSTED DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS IN BUILDING
n/a Month of July
n/a Year to date

1,339
837

n/a
n/a

1,161
785

n/a
n/a

72.1%
16.2%
11.7%

n/a
n/a
n/a

70.4%
16.9%
12.7%

AVERAGE DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS TO YOUTH SERVICES
Month of July
Year to date

% SHARE OF CHECKOUTS AND INBUILDING RENEWALS (Does NOT
include outgoing MORE transactions)
n/a City of Eau Claire
n/a Remainder of Eau Claire County participating in Co. Lib. Svcs. Agreement
n/a All other users checking something out or renewaing from this building
Figures given for billable period according to contract (July only)

18,777
111,724

n/a
n/a

18,098
114,011

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS CHECKING SOMETHING OUT FROM THIS BLDG:
n/a Month of July
n/a Year to date

98,341
581,530

n/a
n/a

92,224
553,386

n/a
n/a

3,819
25,033

n/a
n/a

2,887
18,552

n/a
n/a

RENEWALS FROM LIBRARY BUILDING*
Month of July
Year to date
*Does not include remote or telephone renewals
REMOTE & TELEPHONE RENEWALS OF ITEMS OWNED BY LE PHILLIPS
LIBRARY
Telephone renewals
Month of July
Year to date
Web renewals
Month of July
Year to date

1,423
9,548

n/a
n/a

1,304
8,450

n/a
n/a

19,472
121,222

n/a
n/a

18,905
123,657

n/a
n/a

10,273
65,638

n/a
n/a

11,709
79,630

n/a
n/a

10,276
73,318

n/a
n/a

11,643
79,995

n/a
n/a

NUMBER OF ITEMS CHECKED OUT FROM LIBRARY BUILDING*
Month of July
Year to date

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS
Incoming materials (included in "Checkouts from Library Bldg" above)
Month of July
Year to date
Outgoing materials (NOT included in "Checkouts from Library Bldg"
above)
Month of July
Year to date
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2009

2010

Chng.
Prev. Yr.

1,485
9,260

n/a
n/a

1,754
11,329

n/a
n/a

1,378
10,602

n/a
n/a

1,766
12,861

n/a
n/a

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS OF JUVENILE MATERIALS
Incoming materials (included in "MORE Consortium Checkouts" above)
Month of July (included renewals)
Year to date (includes renewals)
Outgoing materials (NOT included in "Checkouts from Library Bldg"
above)
Month of July
Year to date

378
3,058

n/a
n/a

449
2,662

INTERLIBRARY LOANS
Incoming materials (included in "Checkouts from Library Building" above)
n/a Month of July (without renewals)
n/a Year to date (without renewals)

316
2,625

n/a
n/a

289
2,089

n/a
n/a

Outgoing materials (included in "Checkouts from Library Building" above)
Month of July (without renewals)
Year to date (without renewals)

5
28

n/a
n/a

4
14

n/a
n/a

Outgoing materials (included in "Checkouts from Library Building" above)
Month of July (renewals)
Year to date (renewals)

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

901
6,790

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

55
553

10,851
75,413

n/a
n/a

9,969
52,570

HOME DELIVERY (included in "Checkouts from Library Building" above)
Month of July (without renewals)
Year to date (without renewals)

HOME DELIVERY RENEWALS (included in "Checkouts from Library Building"
above)
n/a Month of July Renewals
n/a Year to date Renewals

n/a
n/a

UNIQUE VISITORS TO WEBSITE
Month of July
Year to date
*New web statistics vendor December 2009
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L.E. PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES
BYLAWS
ARTICLE I – Identification
This organization shall be called "The Board of Trustees of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public
Library.” It exists by virtue of the provisions of Chapter 43 of the Laws of the State of
Wisconsin and exercises the powers and the authority and assumes the responsibilities
delegated to it under the said statute.
ARTICLE II – Membership
Section 1. The Board of Trustees shall consist of ten members appointed by the Eau Claire
City Council. Three or more candidates are recommended by the County Board Chair from
among those residents of Eau Claire County not living in the city of Eau Claire. Two of
these candidates are then selected by the City Council to be Trustees. Six members are
chosen from among citizens living in the city of Eau Claire. One member will be the
Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee, and one will be a member of the Eau Claire
City Council.
According to 43.54 (1) (a), the Board of Trustees shall consist of nine (9) members
except as provided below in 43.60, (3) (a). Members shall be residents of the
municipality, except that not more than two (2) members of the total number of
members of The Board of Trustees may be residents of other municipalities.
Members shall be appointed with the approval of the Eau Claire City Council.
According to 43.54 (1) (c), the Eau Claire City Council shall appoint as one of the
members a school district administrator, or the administrator’s representative, to
represent the public school district or districts in which the public library is located.
Not more than one member of the municipal governing body shall at any one time be
a member of the library board.
According to 43.60, (3) (a) A county chairperson, with the approval of the county
board, may appoint from among the residents of the county additional members to
the library board of a public library of a municipality located in whole or in part in the
county, for a term of 3 years from the May 1 following the appointment, and thereafter
for a term of 3 years, as follows:
1. If the annual sum appropriated by the county to the public library is equal to at
least one sixth, but less than one third, of the annual sum appropriated to the public
library by any municipality in which the public library is located during the preceding
fiscal year, one additional member.
Section 2. The regular term of office shall be three years from July of the year of
appointment, except that the Superintendent of Schools’ representative and the City Council
representative serve at the pleasure of the Superintendent and the City Council,
respectively. The City Council representative is appointed or re-appointed annually on
the third Tuesday in April. No other Trustee may serve more than two full consecutive
terms or six years, whichever is greater. If a member is appointed to fill an unexpired term
of office and serves more than half the term, it shall be considered a full term of office.
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Filling anything less than a full term is an unexpired term such that a citizen may
agree to fill an unexpired term plus two additional and consecutive terms. A former
Board member can be reappointed after a lapse of one year.
Section 3. Any Trustee who moves his/her primary place of residence out of the city limits,
or whose move causes that person to be ineligible for membership, shall be responsible for
notifying the Board President or the Library Director, who will then inform the City Council of
the change so that a replacement may be appointed.
Section 4. When any Trustee fails to attend at least three consecutive regular meetings of
the Board, the Board may recommend to the City Council that the Trustee be replaced.
ARTICLE III – Officers
Section 1. The officers shall be a President, a Vice-President and a Secretary. They are
elected from among the appointed Trustees at the annual meeting of the Board in June and
take office at the close of that meeting. Vacancies in office shall be filled by vote at the next
regular meeting after the vacancy occurs.
Section 2. The President shall appoint a nominating committee of three members prior to
the May meeting. The committee will present a slate of officers at the May meeting.
Additional nominations may be made from the floor.
Section 3. Officers shall serve a term of one year from the annual meeting at which they are
elected and until their successors are duly elected. No officer may serve more than three
consecutive terms in a given office.
Section 4. The President shall preside at all meetings of the Board of Trustees, authorize
calls for any special meetings and, with the approval of the Board, appoint the members
of all committees, appoint liaisons to the Friends of the Library and to the Indianhead
Federated Library System. The President shall execute all documents authorized by the
Board, serve as an ex-officio voting member of all committees except the nominating
committee and generally perform all duties associated with that office.
Section 5. In the event of the absence or inability of the President to perform his/ her duties,
or of a vacancy in that office, the Vice-President shall assume and perform the duties and
functions of the President. If the absence of the President is permanent, then a vacancy
thereby arises in the office of Vice-President. In case of a vacancy in that or any other
office, the Board shall fill the position at its next meeting by a majority vote.
Section 6. The Secretary shall have the responsibility for the keeping of a true and accurate
record of all meetings of the Board, for issuing notices of all regular and special meetings,
and for performing such other duties as are generally associated with that office. The
Secretary may delegate all or some of these duties to the Library Director or his/her
designee. In the absence of the Secretary at any meeting, the President may appoint
another Board member to act as temporary Secretary.
ARTICLE IV – Meetings
Section 1. The regular meetings shall be held each month, the date and hour to be set by
the Board. Meeting times and dates may be changed as need arises by a majority vote of
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the Board. Members shall be expected to attend all meetings if possible. If prevented from
attending, the Trustee should notify the Library Director, the Board President or the
Library Administrative Office.
Section 2. The annual meeting, which shall be for the purpose of the election of officers,
shall be held at the time of the regular meeting in June of each year.
Section 3. The order of business for regular meetings shall include, but not be limited to,
the following items that shall be covered in the sequence shown, insofar as circumstances
will permit:
a) Roll call of members
b) Citizens’ comments (limited to five minutes per citizen)
c) Approval of the minutes of previous regular meeting and any intervening special
meetings
d) Report of the President
e) Reading of communications
f) Report of the Library Director
g) Committee reports
h) Report of the liaison to the Friends of the Library
i) Report of the liaison to the IFLS Board
j) Review of financial report
k) Action on bills and claims
l) Review of monthly statistics
m) Consideration of unfinished business
n) Consideration of new business
o) Directives from the Library Board to the Library Director
p) Motion to adjourn
Particular items of business under consideration by the Board must be specifically
listed on the agenda prior to meetings. Items for consideration should be sent to the
Library Director and Library Board President seven (7) days before the Board meeting
to be on the agenda that goes to the Board in their monthly packet and no later than
28 hours before the Board meeting to be considered.
Section 4. Special meetings may be called by the Library Director or his/her designee at the
direction of the President, or at the request of three members, for the transaction of
business as stated in the call for the meeting. Notice thereof must be given to all Trustees
at least twenty-four hours in advance.
Section 5. A quorum for the transaction of business at any meeting shall consist of six
members of the Board.
Section 6. The Library Director or his/her designee shall send written notice and the
agenda of each regular Board meeting to all Trustees in advance of the regular monthly
meeting and in accordance with state law.
Section 7. Proceedings of all meetings shall be governed by the most recent edition of
Robert’s Rules of Order. Customs and procedures that are permitted for small boards under
Roberts’ Rules of Order and which have been adopted by the Board are described in the
Trustee Handbook.
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Section 8. The Board and its committees shall comply with the Wisconsin Open Meetings
Law and the Wisconsin Open Records Law. In the event of any conflict, local, state or
federal law shall supersede the bylaws.
ARTICLE V – Committees
Section 1. The Executive Committee shall consist of the President, the Vice-President and
the Secretary plus two Library Board members appointed by the President.
Section 2. The President shall annually appoint the members of the following standing
committees and name their chairs: Planning, Finance, Personnel and Development and
Endowment. Standing committees shall consist of at least three members.
Standing committees may be created or disbanded by a majority vote of the Board.
Committee descriptions and current committee assignments are contained in the Trustee
Handbook.
Section 3. The Board may create, and the President appoint the members of, ad hoc
committees of one or more members each for such specific purposes as the business of the
Board may require. The committee shall be considered to be discharged upon the
completion of the purpose for which it was appointed and after a final written report is
made to the Board.
Section 4. No committee shall have other than advisory powers unless, by suitable action
of the Board, it is granted specific power to act.
ARTICLE VI – Duties of the Board of Trustees
Section 1. The Board shall determine the policies, plans and services of the library. This
includes mission statement, bylaws, strategic plan, service policies and significant changes
in levels or types of service and changes in library hours.
Section 2. The Board shall select, appoint, direct and evaluate the Library Director.
Section 3. The Board shall advise in the preparation of the operating and capital budgets,
approve them and approve all expenditures.
Section 4. The Board represents the Library to the community and the community to the
Library. Trustees will engage in development and promotion efforts and foster the
maintenance of good public relations.
Section 5. The Board shall study and support legislation that will benefit libraries and
library users.
Section 6. With the assistance of the Library Director, Trustees shall stay informed about
current trends and issues in public libraries.
ARTICLE VII – Library Director
Section 1. The Board shall appoint the Library Director, who shall be the executive and
administrative officer of the library on behalf of the Board and under its review and direction.
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The Director shall specify the duties of employees and shall be responsible for the
employment and supervision of the library staff, for the care and maintenance of the
library facilities and property, for an adequate and proper selection of materials in keeping
with the stated policy of the Board, for the efficiency of library service to the public and for its
financial operation within the limitations of the budgeted appropriation.
Section 2. The Library Director shall attend open Board meetings whenever possible but
shall have no vote.
Section 3. The Library Director shall serve for an indefinite term, subject to removal by
the Board only with an affirmative vote of at least seven Trustees.
Section 4. The Library Director shall prepare an annual report at the end of each calendar
year, which, after approval by the Board, shall be presented to the Eau Claire City Manager,
the Eau Claire City Council, the Eau Claire County Board and the chairs of the Towns in
Eau Claire County.
Section 5. Other responsibilities of the Library Director are as outlined in the Director’s
position description which is contained in the Trustee Handbook. The position description
should be reviewed and may be amended during the annual review process, or at any other
appropriate time.
ARTICLE VIII – Conflict of Interest
Section 1. Trustees may not in their private capacity negotiate, bid for, or enter into a
contract with the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library in which they have a direct or indirect
financial interest.
Section 2. A Board member shall withdraw from Board discussion, deliberation and vote on
any matter in which the Board member, an immediate family member or an organization with
which the Board member is associated has a substantial financial interest.
Section 3. A Board member may not receive anything of value that could reasonably be
expected to influence his or her vote or other official action.
ARTICLE IX – General
Section 1. An affirmative vote of the majority of all Trustees present at a fully constituted
meeting shall be necessary to approve any action before the Board, with the exception of
situations described in Article IX, Section 2, and Article IX, Section 3 (below). The President
may vote upon and may move or second a proposal before the Board.
Section 2. The Bylaws may be amended by an affirmative vote of at least seven Trustees,
provided written notice of the proposed amendment shall have been mailed to all Trustees
at least ten days prior to the meeting at which such action is proposed to be taken.
Section 3. Any rule or resolution of the Board whether contained in these bylaws or
otherwise, may be suspended temporarily in connection with business at hand. To be valid,
such suspension requires the affirmative vote of at least seven Trustees.
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August 12, 2010

To:

The Library Board of Trustees

From:

John Stoneberg, Library Director

Subject:

Proposed 2011-2015 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) Adjustments

At its meeting on July 15, the Library Board approved a Capital Improvement Plan. Earlier
that week, on July 13, we received a report from Michaud Cooley Erickson (MCE), a
Minneapolis-based engineering firm that Public Works Director Brian Amundson
recommended the library use to do a study similar to what the City had done for other city
buildings. The firm’s report outlines site review observations and summarizes a review of
existing building documentation and indicates recommendations for mechanical system
upgrades especially the replacement of the building’s present chilled water cooling
equipment. This report will help us make more informed decisions relating to certain
building infrastructure needs.
The current library building opened its doors to customers in November, 1976. Approaching
34 years of operation and, despite improvements from the 2009 renovation, the current
library facility continues to feel its age and will need careful investment to continue to be
maintained as a valuable City asset. The City has excellent building professionals who have
made thoughtful recommendations for repair and replacement and are looking to the future
by making suggestions for ways to improve how the building is cared for and how to save
energy.
At your August 19 meeting, I am asking your approval to adjust the proposed 2011-2015
Capital Improvement Plan to begin to meet the highest priorities set out in the MCE HVAC
deficiency study. Not all the priorities were addressed in the proposed budget approved by
the Library Board in July. These additional proposed projects (2011-2012) have the support
of the Public Works staff. The proposed changes move $445,000 in funds from the Library’s
fund balance over a course of two years (2011-2012), do not affect the library levy and leave
the fund balance at above $100,000. Julie Gast and I met with the City budget team today
and they have no objection to the transfer. As with the rest of the 2011 library budget, this
will need City Council approval. Some of the highest priorities set out in the study related to
library building’s present chilled water cooling equipment are already funded through the
library’s existing Capital Improvement funds.
In order for the Capital Improvement Plan to remain viable, it is extremely important that the
transfer from the operating budget to library capital projects remain at its $106,000 level to
make the Plan work smoothly now and in the future.
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Proposed Changes to the 2011-2015 CIP from Fund Balance ($445,000) include:
Air Handler Economizer (high priority) (2011) (average estimated cost: $115,000):
A high priority item not formally listed for corrective action in the MCE HVAC Deficiency
Study is the installation of operable economizer (atmospheric) cooling for the Library during
the spring and fall months when outdoors temperatures are below +55 degrees F.
Economizer cooling will allow the chiller system to be shut off during times of atmospheric
cooling thereby saving energy. (Refer to the Library’s HVAC Deficiency Study near bottom
of page 19 (“Air Handler Economizer Control”) for additional economizer information.) The
Library was not provided in 1975 with an acceptable method for providing economizer
(atmospheric) cooling. The Library’s present outside air wall louvers and air handler units
outside air ducts are currently inadequately sized to accommodate a sufficient quantity of
outside airflow to allow atmospheric “economizer” cooling of the building. To remedy this
condition the following will be required: installation of a new outside air louver within the
second floor equipment room, replacement of each air handler unit’s outside air duct,
installation of new relief air fan(s) to serve the first floor and second floor, upgrading the
existing relief fan located within the lower level equipment room and temperature control
upgrades for controlling economizer operation.
Building Automation System (BAS) Installation (high priority) (2012) (average
estimated cost: $250,000): Install an electronic direct digital control (DDC) Building
Automation System (BAS) to serve the Library’s HVAC equipment and replace the
antiquated pneumatic temperature control system. Existing pneumatic devices/components
could either be replaced with new electronic devices/components or integrated into the BAS
using E-P switches. Michaud Cooley Erickson (MCE) recommends a new “openarchitecture” BAS utilizing LonMark® certified devices/components, LonWorks protocol and
Niagara software framework. An “open-architecture” BAS system will avoid being “held
hostage” by a single temperature control vendor for maintenance contracts and alterations.
Many control manufacturers offer LonMark including Honeywell, TAC Vista and Distec. An
“open-architecture” BAS is approximately 10-15% more expensive than a traditional “singlevendor” BAS system. Many buildings now employ an “open-architecture” BAS including the
St Paul/Minneapolis International Airport. MCE recently designed an “open-architecture”
system for Hennepin County’s Northeast Library with the intent that Hennepin County’s
central BAS computers will eventually be entirely replaced with “open-architecture”
equipment. In the opinion of MCE a BACnet control system should not be considered as a
true “open-architecture” BAS. The Library’s proposed BAS should be interfaced into the Eau
Claire City Building Campus-Wide BAS for remote monitoring and adjustment. In the
opinion of MCE a Building Management System will enhance mechanical system
performance, enhance occupant comfort level and will provide savings in energy
consumption and facilities man-hours though ease of BAS equipment monitoring and
scheduling features. Each air handler system as presently controlled essentially has an
independent control system that is difficult to control and schedule.
Variable air volume (VAV) air box replacements (medium priority) (2012) (average
estimated cost: $275,000): The recommendation is that for construction and cost
efficiencies that the VAV air box replacements be done at the same time as the BAS
installation. This would involve the replacement of all of the Library’s VAV air boxes with
new “state-of-the-art” electronic VAV air boxes. The existing Trane VAV air boxes are
original to the building construction (around 34 years old), have antiquated pneumatic
controllers and control valves that may prove difficult to interface into a new electronic BAS.
Their present required high-static pressure for effective operation and present condition is
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questionable. New VAV air boxes with electronic controllers and new 2-row VAV heating
coils with new 2-way electronic control valves would offer enhanced HVAC system
performance characteristics and would ease the burden of interfacing the present pneumatic
VAV operation with the proposed new electronic BAS. Approximately eighty-one (81) 1976
Trane VAV air boxes are installed within the Library. The majority of the VAV air boxes have
an attached HW reheat coil. Only five interior zone VAV boxes do not have a reheat coil.
Access into the ceiling plenum through the “limited-accessible” spline-tile suspended ceiling
system will be necessary.
Other medium priorities recommended in the HVAC Deficiency Study will be included
in future budgets as funding allows:
Mechanical System Cleaning (average estimated cost: $32,500): Clean interiors of
each air handling unit including all coils and clean ductwork interiors. Inside of duct systems
and equipment will be inspected for deteriorating internal mounted insulation. Operation of
each air handler’s steam humidifiers might have contaminated the interiors of ducts and air
handlers. Where contamination from mold growth is encountered consideration should be
given to removal of internal duct insulation and replacement with external duct insulation.
Removal of the internal insulation would increase duct area reducing air velocities and
enhance system performance. As an option “mold-resistant” insulation could replace each
air handler’s present internal insulation. Access through the Library’s present “limited
accessible” suspended spline-tile ceiling system will be necessary to accommodate
ductwork cleaning. An enhanced indoor environment will be a resultant of mechanical
systems cleaning.
Remedy Building High-Pressure Conditions (average estimated cost: $30,000): In the
opinion of MCE, a new relief fan installation is required to alleviate the current high-pressure
condition within the first and second floor areas. Either multiple relief fans or a single large
relief fan could be installed. The relief fan system(s) could be roof-mounted with present
interior relief ductwork modified to accommodate the fan system(s) installation. The relief
fan system(s) should be automatically controlled to maintain a maximum of 0.06” W.C.
within indoor building areas in relationship to outdoors barometric pressure. Each relief fan
should be provided with a variable frequency drive (VFD) to control motor speed for “softstart” and enhanced system operation. VFD should be located within the building’s interior
for weather protection. Roof patching will be required. Access through the Library’s present
“limited accessible” suspended spline-tile ceiling system will be necessary to accommodate
ductwork alterations.
Water Chiller Variable Flow Option (average estimated cost: $25,000): Provide the
new air-cooled water chiller system with “variable primary” chilled water pumping system to
conserve energy. Provide a variable frequency drive (VFD) for each of the two (2) new
chilled pumps and automatic VFD pumping control. Install new 2-way electronic actuated
control valves to replace each air handler’s (AHU-1, AHU-2 and AHU-3) present antiquated
3-way pneumatic actuated control valves that serve their chilled water cooling coils. Provide
flow measuring device on chiller’s inlet pipe and a by-pass with control valve to maintain
manufacturer’s minimum water flow through the chiller. Preliminary chiller selection for the
Library indicates required chilled water system flow of 312-gpm with a “minimum” water flow
of 200-gpm through the chiller.
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Lower Level Relief Fan RF-1 Alterations (average estimated cost: $8,500): In the
opinion of MCE, the lower level’s existing converted relief air fan (RF-1) should be retrofitted
with a variable frequency drive (VFD) to control motor speed in lieu of the present
“continuous” fan operation through an electrical time clock. The fan’s existing inlet
motorized damper should be removed. In the opinion of MCE, this inlet damper is of no
value to fan operation and is a means of increased system static pressure that might hinder
fan performance. Relief fan RF-1 VFD should be automatically controlled with building
sensors to maintain a maximum of 0.06” W.C. within indoor building areas in relationship to
outdoors barometric pressure.
Air Handler Decommissioned Damper Removal (average estimated cost: $7,500):
Each existing air handler system has two (2) decommissioned dampers mounted within
AHU supply duct system that are located near take-offs attached to front enclosure of the
AHU. In the opinion of MCE, these discharge dampers offer no value to fan operation and
are a means of increased system static pressure resistance that might hinder fan
performance. Even with the dampers currently set in their ‘open’ position, static pressure
resistance is generated for airflow passage across the damper. To enhance air handler
performance and reduce system static pressure MCE recommends these decommissioned
duct-mounted discharge dampers be completely removed. These dampers adversely
impact system static pressure. Remove AHU discharge dampers in their entirety and repair
ductwork.
Remove Rooftop Exhaust Fans (average estimated cost: $5,000): During the initial
MCE commissioning site visit, MCE noticed that the majority of the rooftop exhaust fans
were not operating. If exhaust fans are not used they should be removed and their curbs
capped watertight with a sheet metal insulated cover. The existing exhaust fans probably
have leaky dampers (or no dampers) that will allow cold air to infiltrate the Library during
heating months. The 1975 drawings indicate that may exhaust fans serve rooms that would
normally not be exhausted and might have been provided for cigarette smoking areas.
Other lower priority recommendations should also eventually be considered:
Lower Level Air Handler AHU-1 Alterations (average estimated cost: $40,000): The
MCE computer-generated building cooling loads indicate an airflow of 7,000-cfm should be
sufficient to adequately cool the Library’s lower level support areas. The 1980 TAB Report
indicated the lower level’s existing air handling unit AHU-1 is presently producing 7500-cfm
airflow. If additional airflow is desired within the lower level, the present AHU-1 supply fan
module (Size FC T-17) must be replaced with a larger cabinet fan. A larger cabinet supply
fan module is required to produce additional airflow with the resultant static pressure
increase conditions to approach the 1975 design airflow of 11,860-cfm. The 1980 TBA
Report indicates the lower level air handler (AHU-1) was measured at 36% below its original
1975 design airflow (7513-cfm vs. 11,860-cfm).
Air Handler OA/RA Control Damper Replacement (average estimated cost: $12,500):
Presently installed outside air (OA) damper and return air (RA) damper attached to each air
handler’s AHU mixing box is 2-position modulation (open/closed) in lieu of full-modulation.
These OA/RA dampers are original to the 1976 building construction (± 34-years old) and
are not constructed to present industry standards. The OA/RA dampers had written
indication on the AHU enclosure locating occupied and night (unoccupied) damper
positions. In the opinion of MCE, these OA/RA dampers should be replaced with fullmodulating dampers of ultra-low leak construction and new electronic actuators. The
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existing 2-position outside air damper mounted near each duct connection to outside louver
is also ± 34-years old with probable fabrication characteristics prone to leakage. This OA
damper should be leak-resistant and controlled by the AHU supply fan operation such that
the OA damper is fully-open whenever the SA fan is running and fully-closed whenever the
fan is off. The two (2) new proposed modulating OA and RA dampers should modulate as
necessary to maintain the set point of a discharge air controller (+50˚F).
Air Handlers AHU-2 (First Floor) and AHU-3 (Second Floor) Alteration (average
estimated cost: $15,000): The 1980 Test and Balance Report indicate these two AHUs
measured airflow is 10-15% below their original airflow design. This reduced airflow is
largely due to increased static pressure within their supply duct distribution system due to
construction revisions to accommodated structural members and ceiling plenum space
limitations. If an increase in airflow is desired, the MCE recommendation is that the fan
motor be replaced with a larger motor. An increase in fan horsepower might require the
existing VFD be replaced. Alterations to present electrical power connection may be
necessary to accommodate an increase in motor horsepower. The MCE computergenerated building cooling loads indicate each of the two (2) air handlers’ present airflow
should be sufficient to adequately cool the Library’s first and second occupied floor areas.
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Proposed Capital Improvement Projects 2011‐2015
DESCRIPTION
REVENUE:
Balance forward
Transfer from Operating Budget
Transfer from Fund Balance

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

$156,073
106,000
‐

$129,273
106,000
220,000

$213,773
106,000
225,000

$2,373
106,000

$89,273
106,000
‐

$57,173
106,000
‐

TOTAL REVENUE $262,073

$455,273

$544,773

$108,373

$195,273

$163,173

$2,300
3,000

$1,500
3,000

$4,200
3000

$20,300
9,000

16,200

12,900

11,900

8,800

$19,000
3,000
26,000
20,900

EXPENDITURES:
AV equipment
$1,200
Application and server software
Risograph replacement
Security system replacements
22,500
Replacement of cooling tower
92,600
7,500
Window sealants and building envelope
Ceilings on exterior overhangs
‐
Heat loop valve replacements
9,000
Component replacements to HVAC system
‐
Curbside and lower level bookdrop replacements
Replace concrete walk/lighting in front of bldg
Imaging System server replacement (Lib share)
Air Handler Economizer
Building automation system
Variable air volume (VAV) air box replacements
Replace boilers
Van replacement
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $132,800

$241,500

$542,400

$19,100

$138,100

32,000
$100,900

BALANCE

$213,773

$2,373

$89,273

$57,173

$62,273

$129,273
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15,000
70,000
20,000
115,000
250,000
275,000
100,000

400 Eau Claire Street
Eau Claire, Wisconsin
www.ecpubliclibrary.info

National Friends of Libraries Week Proclamation
October 17-23, 2010
October is the month we celebrate and reflect
upon the importance of our Friends.
Whereas, the Friends of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library raise monies
that enable our library to move from good to great—providing, among other things,
volunteers, the resources for additional programming and materials, much needed
equipment and generous special funding throughout the year; and
Whereas, the work of the Friends highlights, on an on-going basis, the fact that
our library is the cornerstone of the community, providing opportunities for all to
engage in the joy of life-long learning and connect with the thoughts and ideas of
others from ages past to the present; and
Whereas, the Friends understand the critical importance of well-funded
libraries and advocate to ensure that our library gets the resources it needs to provide
a wide variety of services to all ages, including access to print, non-print and
electronic materials, along with expert assistance in research, readers’ advisory and
children’s services; and
Whereas, the Friends’ gift of their time and commitment to the library sets an
example for all in how volunteerism leads to positive civic engagement and the
betterment of our community;
Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Board of Trustees of the L.E. Phillips
Memorial Public Library proclaims October 17-23, 2010 as Friends of the Library
Week in Eau Claire, Wisconsin; encourages everyone to join the Friends of the Library;
and thanks them for all they do to make our library and community a much better
place to live.
August 19, 2010
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